Title word cross-reference

#55 [Och09]. #59 [Cha09].

+ [BMV03], −1/2, 1/2, 3/2, 5/2 [Mac98]. 1 [WKM04]. 1/2 [PS08]. $145.00$ [Ano98a]. 2 [CMV09, RBS93a]. $22.50$
[Ano99a, Ano99b]. $24.95$ [Eme94, Ano96a]. 3 [BCE93, Fuj95]. $50.00$ [Ano98b]. $65$
[Ano03]. 2 [FGCG94]. $28$Si [SSLG91]. 39 Ar [Xu93]. 40 Ar [Xu93]. (R) [LS04]. $S$
[Lav91]. α [Jon92b]. $AXB^T + CXD^T = E$
[Hop02, GWL+92]. B [Lai92a, Lai92b].

BR[B → X sy] [DGS08]. $C^1$ [Ren04]. D
[CHM91]. t [KTMB02]. F [AS93]. $F_{-}$
[NSJD98]. L1 [Dem03]. N [Hig93].

$p_{1/2+t_{-}}(x)$ [GST12]. π [KS12]. q [CHM91].

R3 [MC96]. SU(3) [BW12]. t [Som98].
$U(a,x)$ [GST06a, GST06b]. $V(a,x)$
[GST06a, GST06b]. φ [Koi09]. $W(a,x)$
[GST11].

-conjugated [KS12]. -D [WKM04, RBS93a].
-Column [CHM91]. -Dimensional [BCE93, CHM91]. -function
[Jon92b]. -functions [Koi09]. -is [BN96].
-Lattice [GAW96a, GAW96b]. -nets
[Lai92a, Lai92b]. -nodes [SG95].
-Percentiles [AS93]. -state
[CHM91].

/Fortran [TBG+02]. /Java [Och09].
/release [Dig90a].

0 [Gon01, Tay99]. 0-1 [BKK94].
0-262-61094-9 [Eme94]. 0-471-95596-5
[Gon01]. 0-8493-2016-X [Tay99]. 007R1
2 [W+95].


703 [CC92a].  7040/FORTRAN [Anoxx].  705 [Hop02].  706 [BEO92, Esp98].  707 [NBP92].  711 [NS92].  717 [BGW93].  720 [BCE93].  724 [AS93].  725 [Dre93].  729 [HC94].  730 [ARS94].  734 [Hop98].  751 [Ren96a, Ren99a].  752 [Ren96b, Ren99b].  755 [GJU96].  757 [Mac96a].  761 [Aki96, DVO0, RB98].  762 [BL+96].  763 [Kea96b].  769 [Hop03].  77 [AL92, Ain90, Ain91, And90, BS91a, BBB00, BK06, BV16, BKMC96, Bro91b, Bro90a, Bro92b, Bro92a, CM92, Cha94c, CC90, CS90a, dCH94, Den03, Dem06, Dem07, ES93a, Ein95, EKB92, Ins91a, Ell81, Ell90, Ett90, Ett92, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, GH18, GG99, GP97, GST0a2, Gil01, Her90, HB91a, Hop02, KF92d, Lah90, LM90b, Lig91a, Lig91b, Manxx, MC94, MC95a, Mira90, MA90, MN01, NL92, NL95a, NL96, O’K93, OPE+95, Pag95, Per93, Pre93a, PTV96, RZ94a, RZ94b, Rou90, Sil92a, Sil92b, Spe96a, SWBO93, SOP93, Sil01, SW91, SB92, Spe96b, SF93, Tar91, Tre95, WNO94, Wri91, Yip90, Zim07, ZB94b].
[EMR93], 77/386 [CSS90b, CSS91, Zei92].
77/90 [Bro92a, Bro92b]. 778 [ZBLN97].
779 [Mac98]. 77D [Cho92, CFH^93].
77to90 [Pre93b]. 77toHPF [Van94b]. 780 [Ham98]. 786 [Smii98]. 787 [JAR98, RFS98].
7ET [Ewe94]. 7th [PBG^95].
800 [BBB00]. 801 [WSW00]. 806 [MS00a, MS00b]. 809 [MN01]. 811 [LV01].
813 [BMR01]. 814 [Smii01]. 815 [FPR01, Has06]. 818 [DV02a]. 819 [GST02a]. 821 [HBG02]. 822 [GST02b].
828 [Ren03]. 831 [GST04a]. 833 [Ren04].
837 [ADD04]. 838 [Fab04]. 841 [HDI05].
842 [FGIL05]. 850 [GST06a]. 854 [BK06].
893 [Ren09]. 894 [Koi90]. 896 [LMV09]. 897 [HWS09]. 8th [Hua96]. 8x [MR97, MR90a, Ano90b, AO90a, AO90b, AO90c, AKLS88].
90 [IEE90a, WN90, AL92, ABW92, ABMS94, Aki99, AFAS99, AR06, And02, Ano92a, Ano93c, Ano93p, Ano97d, Ano99c, AAK01, Bai94, Bai95, Bai95a, Bai95b, Bak95, Ber91a, BDC^96, BRdAHK04, Bia00, BGV94, BGA90, BGA49, BGA96, Bra97b, Bra97d, BGC94, Bro92a, Bro97, Buc94a, Buc94c, CSC^97, Cha95a, CCL01, CCL04, Cha94c, Cha97a, CC92b, CS95, Cou91, Cou97, DLLR96, DP96, DP99, DNS98, DG08, DL97c, Del93, DDH^95, DDH^96, DDHW96b, DS94, Cro92, Du97, DV93, ES93a, Ein94, Ein95, Ein96, EPL94a, EPL94b, EPL94c, Err96, EC13, FSPC^02, For97, Fur93, Glo91a, Geh95, GK06, GST12, GBDB97, G0T03b, Hah94, Han92, HL94, Hen95, Hop98, Hud96, HJ95, HJ98, IFI93, KLM91, Kea95b, Ke96a, Kea96b, KMR96, Ker93a, Ker93c, Ker93b, KLM00, Kir92].
90 [KS12, KZ9a, KHH10, KHH10, KZ94b, Lig93, Manxx, MD97, Mai91, MKS^96, MHT96, MC95b, McC96, Me95, Mer92b, MR90b, MR91, MR92, Met92a, MRG^93, MR93a, MR94, MR96a, Met99a, Mill04, Mill02, MM98, MS93b, MHaD12, NSD98, NLN96, NL97a, NL97b, Ola93, Ola95, Or99a, Pse99, Pre93a, Pre93c, PA94, PTV96, Rat95, Red95, Re92c, Re92a, Rys95, SS09, Sat97, SS95, SSS^10, SSS^18, SM00, Sch93c, SKM94, SM03, Smii95b, Smii01, Som98, SB01, SS10, SS99, Taq16, Tay97, Tho97, UM93, VCV97a, VCV97b, Wai93b, W98, WAG98, WMM99].
90-enhanced [And02]. 90/95 [Fah02, MR99, Cha97a, Ein94, MR96a, Tay97, DG08].
90/95/HPF [Met99a].
90/HPF [FSPC^02]. 900 [Tor10]. 902 [RBD^10]. 903 [CZ10]. 905 [TZW^10].
9076 [Mra94]. 90D [BCF^94a, Ano94b, BCF93, BCF^93a, BCF^93b, BCF^93c, BCF^94c, BCF^94d, BCF^94d, Cho92, CFH^93, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96, Pon94a, Pon94b, Rot93].
90D/High [BCF^94a]. 90D/HPF [BCF93, BCF^93b, BCF^94c, BCF^94d, BCF^94e, BCF94d, Pon94a, Pon94b].
90s [Edg92]. '91 [ACM91, IEE91]. 911 [Mii91].
937 [CS14]. '94 [ACM94b, BL94, BG^94, CG94, DW94, Fri94, HMPT94, IEE94b, IEE94f].
94-VAPP [BV94]. '95 [ACM95b, HAM95b, Hua96, IEE95a, ABM^97, Bee01a, Bee01b, Bro03, Cha97a, CS00, Cou97, DDF10, DV98, DV00, DV02a, DV02b, Ein94, ECS96, FGJ19, Geh96, GT03, GT07, GRE99, GRW07, Jon09, KaM10, LS05,
Algebraic [ACM94c, DDF10, Lev95a, Sen03, Ste95a, WN90, CC98, HBG+05, KM99].

Algorithm [ARS92, ARS94, Amo90, AFS94, BS97, BGKZ91, Bai93a, BRCH95, BE92, BCE93, Bou97, BG97, Buc94a, Buc94b, CJ97, CP93, CV94, CT95, Cas89a, Cod93a, Cod93b, Cos97a, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV02b, FJS97, GGLM88, GW+92, GP97, GM97, GDLO8, IK96, JP95, KTMB02, KDDH94, Kea96a, KNS95b, Kra94, LS00, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, MN11, MGH81, Nat92, O'B93, PR91, PPR97, RG90a, Ren97a, Ren97b, RPL96, RH84, SF92, SM95, Shi93b, SW91, Smi91, SWH15, SHCP91, TZW+10, Ves91, WAG98, WMMW97, Zag16, ADD04, ADH95, Coo93, Cod93a, Cod93b, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV02b, FJS97, GGLM88, GW+92, GP97, GM97, GDLO8, IK96, JP95, KTMB02, KDDH94, Kea96a, KNS95b, Kra94, LS00, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, MN11, MGH81, Nat92, O'B93, PR91, PPR97, RG90a, Ren97a, Ren97b, RPL96, RH84, SF92, SM95, Shi93b, SW91, Smi91, SWH15, SHCP91, TZW+10, Ves91, WAG98, WMMW97, Zag16, ADD04, ADH95, Coo93, Cod93a, Cod93b, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV02b, FJS97, GGLM88, GW+92, GP97, GM97, GDLO8, IK96, JP95, KTMB02, KDDH94, Kea96a, KNS95b, Kra94, LS00, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, MN11, MGH81, Nat92, O'B93, PR91, PPR97, RG90a, Ren97a, Ren97b, RPL96, RH84, SF92, SM95, Shi93b, SW91, Smi91, SWH15, SHCP91, TZW+10, Ves91, WAG98, WMMW97, Zag16, ADD04, ADH95, Coo93, Cod93a, Cod93b, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV02b, FJS97, GGLM88, GW+92, GP97, GM97, GDLO8, IK96, JP95, KTMB02, KDDH94, Kea96a, KNS95b, Kra94, LS00, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, MN11, MGH81, Nat92, O'B93, PR91, PPR97, RG90a, Ren97a, Ren97b, RPL96, RH84, SF92, SM95, Shi93b, SW91, Smi91, SWH15, SHCP91, TZW+10, Ves91, WAG98, WMMW97, Zag16, ADD04, ADH95, Coo93, Cod93a, Cod93b, Dem95, DL95, DGR92, DCHH88b, DV02b, FJS97, GGLM88, GW+92, GP97, GM97, GDLO8, IK96, JP95, KTMB02, KDDH94, Kea96a, KNS95b, Kra94, LS00, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, MN11, MGH81, Nat92, O'B93, PR91, PPR97, RG90a, Ren97a, Ren97b, RPL96, RH84, SF92, SM95, Shi93b, SW91, Smi91, SWH15, SHCP91, TZW+10, Ves91, WAG98, WMMW97, Zag16, ADD04, ADH95, Coo93, Err06, EO94, Esp98, GC03, GST12, Gou93, GDLO, Han92, HWS09, KNS95a, KY94, Koi99, KP93, MC96, MKC92, PW84, SG95, vV90, AS93, Aki96, ADD04, ARS94, AR06, AJ98, BB07, BBB00, BK06, BSV16.

Algorithm [BE92, BCE93, BM99, BD91, BMR01, BB91, Bre78, Bre79, BLL+96, BGW93, CMV99, CC92a, CZ10, CS14, DLM99b, DV00, Dem07, DGL91b, DDHD90, Dre93, DV02a, Err06, EC13, Esp98, Fab04, FPR91, FHS78, Fox79, FGGL05, FG90a, GL90, GG99, GST02a, GST02b, GST04a, GST06a, GST11, GU96, GRW07, Ham85, Ham98, HC94, HBG02, HH18, Has06, HWS09, Hig91, HM90, Hop98, Hop92, Hop03, HD05, Jon99, Kae96b, Kod08, Kod11, Ko09, Kro14, KHS17, LS09, LV01, LMV09, Mac98, Mac96a, MS00a, MS00b, MN1P92, NS92, RBB+10, RBB+11, RS09a, Ren96b, Ren96a, RB98, RR99, Ren99a, Ren99b, Ren03, Ren04, Ren09, RFS98, RR99, Smi98, Smi01, Smi11, SMSW06, TZW+10, Tor10, Wie99, WSW00, ZA11, ZBLN97, ZBW07, SZ95].

Algorithmen [EMR93]. Algorithmic [FHP+12]. algorithmique [Robxx].

Algorithms [CFGG94, DH92, EMU96, EMUP98, FGCG94, Ham85, Ham90, HHK94, Kea95b, MJ93, MT90, OMT95, RB99, RH84, SD92, Ste95a, WMMW97, dSZ92, Ano97a, BID95, Din99, EMR93, GJU96, Hop97, HMT90, LV01, Mal91, Num05, Rat95, SD93, Swa84, vPMF92, LMV09].

algorithmov [Mal91]. Alias [MHT96, Ni03]. aliasing [LR91]. Align [HCLJ03].

Alignment [CGS93, HCLJ03, CMZ93b, CMZ93a, Cha93, WJ94]. alignments [vKS94]. Allocation [BCT94, MR93b, Tal91, CCK90, KH93, RMX05, RFRH96]. allow [Ano92b, OJ09]. alluvial [MB92].


AMPHAX [Cum09]. amplifier [MIN+95]. AMT [CWB94]. Analyse [RD91].

Analyses [CI96, Ber92, CI98, Nar95, WCN92, YH93]. Analysis [AMC98, AM90, BH90, Cok95, CL94, DJ92, DFS95, EO91, Ger94b, GS97, HK92, Harrxx, HHS90, KOM94, KKH10, LR94, LH92, Mas93b, MP93, Oku95, Pao99, RD92, SNK06, SVD96, SDv98, SAS90, SF93, Ueb97, vKK+93, Aqt94, AI90, AZ98, Bet97, BGH+06, Bl90, Bra94a, CK86, CH96, CKT85, Cre90b, DSv94, Dot95, EKB92, GV92, HK90, HK90, IMS90b, IMS91c, IMS91g, KW94, KOM93, KH93, KSM95, LPA95, Le93, LN91, LY90, dLJ95, LFG00, MH91, Mas94, MHT96, Mir90, MDV07, Pao01, PBU95, PW93, RD91, SRH96, SYS12, SZ90, SSG94, Tay99, Unixx, Zah92, vKK92, von92]. Analyst [Pap93]. analytic [AC16, BD9+05].
analytical [Var97]. Analyzers [Dya95].
Analyzing [CHL94, HMW91, LW07, Sze90, HW95, HMW93]. Anasazi [BHLT09].
Anecdotes [Tom99]. Angles [Wal01, Wal02b]. anharmonic [TS06b].
analysis [UHP91]. anisotropic [KYSV +15, MA09, YSVM +16]. anisotropy [Ma90]. ‘Annals [CEF +95].
Announcement [SSG +18, vH07]. Annual [ACM93c, IEE92b, van90a, ACM91].
anomaly [HKMC90]. ANOVA [WCN92].
applications [CNBB96, vPMF92]. approximation [TMH94, vH10]. arccosine [HFT97].
area [BDH +05, Deu90]. ARGON.f90 [BOPC05]. Argonne [BRH90, KLM91]. Argonne/GMD [BRH90].
Argument [Ano90, Kod08, Kod11, GST04a]. Arguments [NPB92, GST04b]. ARIMA [Bel11].
Arising [MKFB92, WW90]. Arithmetic [Bon06, Bre78, Bre79, BYH80, CT90, Cse99, Ku95, Sch99, Smi91, Smi98, SP91a, SP91b, Sun05, TOML04].
VCV97b, AH92, AAK01, BBZ95, EP92, HM92, Sch03, Smi01, VCV97a, Vig93.

Arithmetics [FGG09, FGGL05]. Arles [Van95]. Arlington [IEE92c]. ARLOSS [Xu93].

Array [BBZ94, CCL01, CI96, HM96, HLJ95, HLJ98, HLJ01, KHS96, Mas93b, McC96, Mer92b, Rod90, SW94, Ste95b, SOG94, TCF94, Vio90, AW94, AKLS88, ARB94, ARB95, BBDR94, BBDR95, CCL04, Cha93, CD03, HK90, KHS95, KHR95, Kir02, LP95, Mas94, NRK98, OH90, PQ94, Rei02, TOC98, WW94, WW95, WI94, BCS00, BCS01, BC01, MDV07, Num05, Wal02a, CD05].

Arrays [Ber91a, CGS93, Mey01, Ros93, vDSP96, AH90, Bec91, BSCV95, CS90b, DSv94, RBS92, RN07]. arsenide [SMB90].

Art [Adl93, Kon94, Lev98, PTM96, PTV96, Yan94b, De90, Loz98, Nak90, PTV92, Pre94b, Sch91a]. Artificial [BPG94, HR92].

Artistic [Mil93]. ARVO [BDH05]. ASCII [KP92]. Ascona [DR94a]. Asked [Ola93]. ASL [FGRT00]. ASME [KRB90].

Aspects [PMBH93, Per94]. ASPLOS [Ano94a]. ASPLOS-VI [Ano94a].

Assessing [EP87, Nan93c]. Assessment [TAH+01, Boi97]. Assignment [EB98, MR95a, PPR97, Ste95b, YKK96, Bar94, Hopo3, KY98a, KY98b, RPL96].

assimilation [HBD+93, ZN94]. assist [Gk93]. assistant [CT96]. Assisted [Nis95]. Assists [Tho90]. associated [Coo94, SSC+10, SS+18]. associative [dSZP92]. AST [Cod90a]. astrophysical [RB93a, RS93b].

Asymmetric [CT95, NG93]. ATAN2 [Wal90, Wal02b].

Athens [HMDT94]. Atkinson [Ede90]. Atlantic [Coo03]. Atlas [Tho97, Ano89a].

Atmospheric [HK93b, HK93a, PFS+04]. Atomic [FGSB19, BF92, Hor99]. atoms [MCA17]. Attempts [Gil91b, Gil91a].

Auckland [BG94]. AUGMENT [BHY80].

August [Agr95, Ban93, BGPN94, CGS94, HAM95b, Hua96, KRB+90, PGB+95, Sen03, Van95, WN90]. Austin [IEE94b]. Austria [BV94, Vol93]. Austrian [Far92, FK95].

Austrian-Hungarian [Far92, FK95].

auto deriv [SPF00, SF10]. autocorrelation [NVFNP93]. Automated [Che91, Kin92, RFRH96, Yan94a].

Automates [Ano92a]. Automatic [AAN+93, AK84, Bai92, Bai93b, BKMC96, BKK94, BEH+94, BB96, BCH+96, Cha93, CGS94, CMK93, CP94, DLS95, ESL97, FGL01, FZ92, Ger94a, GP92, Harxx, HZ99, Hor92, KKL90, KKL98, LS90a, LS90b, LS00, LP98a, Maaxx, NV94, Pre93a, RVV+92, RD91, Sar97, SD01, SD03, UNF+08, WI94, YH93, AK93, AGG+97, BBB+57, Bli90, CDGM96, EO94, GRSS02, GJ96, GB92, GKH+93, LMC96, LCD91, LP99, Lop90, Lov92, LP90, Mar92, O'K93, OPE+95, SPF00, SF10, Str05, YB13, vH06, vH07, vH09, AJ98]. Automatically [Bla00].

automating [Cre90b]. Automation [Che95, LD90]. automatiques [RD91].

automatisée [Tro00]. Autonomous [NJ94c]. Autotasking [EO91, Nag90].

Autotransformation [AAN+93]. auxiliary [HM92, Lin90]. Avenarius [Kro90].

Averaged [BD90]. Aware [Wal91b, Zim07].

axes [Cum90]. axi [Raj95]. axi-symmetric [Raj95]. AXIOM [JT94]. AXP [Ano97b].

azeotropic [Cra95].

B [Ad93, Eme94, MN11, Yan94b, WM04, ZBLN97]. B-spline [WM04]. Babbage [BDH90]. BABDCR [AR06]. BACCII [CB94].


Baltimore [IEE92]. banded [HD05].

Bangalore [Kum94]. Barbara [Ano95c, IEE95a]. Barcelona [ACM95a].

Barlow [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon91]. Barnett [Ano99a, Ano99b, Gon91]. Base [Ano97b, IEC97, Int97a, ISO4a, ISO4b].
BGS82, CMT01, CD03, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, DS97, Eig90a, Eig90b, HDH+94, HKT91d, HKT93a, Int90a, Int90b, Int90c, Int90d, KKS+95, LM94, Lov94, MCAB+92, NR95, NVG94, Par86, PGH+90, Sof93, Sab92, Sab94, SNK06, Spo94, Tou84, Tse93, VBA95, WBA95, WFB94, WH92, ZA93.

Computational
[BFH94, BLW02, Com91, Dev94, EKC95, Hun90, KM90, NBC92, Ric06, FGBN19, HF95, HP95b, Mal91, Pli94, VLL92, WTW90, ZJE95, PSS99, Ano03].

Computations
[Ano94a, Ano94c, Ano95b, AH92, Cok93a, Cse99, EPL94b, FL91, IE93, IEE94g, ISO90, IJL96, JL93, Knu95, KZ94b, Lap96, MT90, Mra94, Nic90, Osi95, Rit90, Sab92, SJ94, SH94, STC96, UZC95, YRF02, ALS91, All93, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Don90, Duv92, FGG09, Ger98a, Ger98b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hud91b, KKS+95, LP93, McB91, PW84, Sab94, SSW91, Swa84, Were94, WHO92].

Computer-Aided
[IEE94g, HT91].

Computers
[BCF+93c, BCF+94d, Che92, Dec93, Don91, DV92, FFR99, FG90, Hud91a, Hud91c, KR+90, MSC96, ONT95, PAK+90, SCHXX, SS96, TTT93, YRF02, ALS91, All93, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Don90, Duv92, FGG05, Ger98a, Ger98b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hud91b, KKS+95, LP93, McB91, PW84, Sab94, SSW91, Swa84, Were94, WHO92].

Computing
[ACM97, ACM98, Ano93a, Ano93m, Ano97d, AH92, BGS94a, BBG+95, BH92, BEH+94, Bra97d, BKR+91, CMI97, Cam13, CC95b, Cos97a, Cse99, DGR92, Dow93, For97, FJS96, Fur93, GS01a, GST04b, GST06b, Glo91b, HHI98, HR92, Hun90, IEE94d, IIF95, KNS95b, Kon90, Kon94, LP98b, LMR+97, Mac91a, NR06, Ort94b, Ort94a, PTHK96, PTV96, Ric95, Sab95, Ste95a, Ten93, Tho97, Van95, Vel97, VBA95, Wil93, Yan94b, ZA11, Zag16, AK93,
[Bli94]. corneturn [Hol90]. Corporation [AOL94a]. Corpus [CGL+95a].
Corpus-based [CGL+95a]. correction [Agt94, Lop90]. corrections [AIS+97].
Correctness [CRDO16, Fos17]. correlated [PZY16]. Correlation
[BD92, SD90, WS94, Ame90a].
Correlations [HFMS95, SB91, SFB92, SWM95, vV90].
Correspondence [Bnu96a]. Corrigenda [Ano94b, FY99]. Corrigendum [ARS94,
Dre93, HC94, MS00b, RBD+11, YRF02].
CORSURF [KSM95]. Cosine
[BH92, SM95, Mac96b]. Cosine-Pi [BH92].
Cosmological [MB95]. Costs [GS97].
Coulomb [Sar00, Sar17]. Counter [PTS92].
Counter-Current [PTS92]. Counting [WS94]. County [ACM98, Bra94a].
Coupled [LJO05, MCA17, SIl93].
coupled-cluster [MCA17]. Coupling [LJO05], couplings [AC16], cours
[Ain90, Ain91]. Course [DeV94, LE98, Manxx, Ric09, Smi94,
Smi95b, LP05, LD87, ZJEP95]. courses [Met99c, Met99d]. covariance [KSM95].
covariance-matrix [KSM95]. CPAR
[CC94]. CPAR-language [CC94]. CRAFT
[PMM94, SZ95]. Craftworks [Ano97b].
CRAY [Car91b, EO91, Nag90, PSG03,
Pak+90, SZ95, VSH91, WW92, Car92,
HP95b, KLN90, KZ94a, KZ94b, Mac91b,
Mac91c, MWO95, Oed93, Vaj92]. CRAY-2
[Car91b, Pak+90, Car92]. CRAY-YP [Car91b, HP95b]. CRC [Tay99]. Create
[AG95a]. Creating [AC97a, AC97b, SWW90, Law01]. Creek
[Neu01]. Criterion [KH13, van90b].
Critical [McB06, SB01, Som07, Las97].
CROP [van90a], cropping [CNP91]. cross
[Ame90a, Hor09]. cross-correlation
[Ame90a]. CROSSOVER [McG91]. CRPC
[Fox91a]. CRPC-TR92225 [Fox91a].
Crystal [Ger94a, KLA95, Nar95].
crystallographic [Cum90]. CSE [MM98].
CSMP [Lef93, Sto93, van90a].
CSMP-Spring [Sto93]. CSRFPACK
[Ren04]. CSTRAIN [GF95a]. CTRAN
[Che90]. Cubature
[BE92, BCC93, Esp98, GC03]. cubic
[Aki96, DV00]. CUDA
[AC17, GML+16, HE13, iSYS12]. Current
[FI95, PTS92]. Curses [Ano93]. curve
[MC96, Ren90]. curves [BG93, Dut94].
Custom [EFG+05]. customization
[IBM91a, IBM91b]. Cut [PR91]. CUTer
[Got03a]. CUTOFF [MC92]. CVFF
[HKS+97]. CXFTV2 [Dem97]. Cycle
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Mer92a, MSB92, Mey00, Mic91, Mil92, 
Mil04, MR93b, MGH81, Mor81, Num91b, 
Numxx, Nagxx, Nan93c, Nan93b, NY91, 
NK94, NJ94a, NJ94b, Neu01, NVC96, Nic92, 
NVFN93, NL95b, Osy92, PMHC92, Pao99, 
Pao01, PT93, Par86, Par94, PBU95, PW93]. 
FORTRAN 
[Pau93, Pel93, Pon94a, Pon94b, PTVF92, 
Pre92a, Pre92b, Pre92c, Pre92d, Pre93e, 
Pre93f, Pre94b, Pug94, Raj95, Ram90, 
RS92b, Rap90, RBS93a, RBS93b, 
RMJK92, RR92, RG90a, RG90b, RVV+92, 
Rhe93, Rib92, Rit90, Robxx, RH94, RA90, 
Sci93, SPS+91, Sal92, SH91, Sun92a, Sarc97, 
SS90, SSW91, SS94, Sr90, Sch90, SGMS97, 
SM90, SSLG91, SD90, SB91, SFB92, Sil01, 
SW91, Sm91, Sm93a, Sm94, Sm94, SB01, 
SRM90, Spe94, Spe93, Spexx, SW92, 
SP91a, SP91b, Ste90, Ste91, SHCP91, Sto93, 
Str93, Uni92, Sun92b, Sun94, Sze90, SZ91, 
Tal91, Tho92, Tip92, TT92, TOC18, 
Tur93, Uni93, Ude91, Van84, VKN93, Vio90, 
WMCU97, Wal90, Wal91b, Wal92, Wal93b, 
Wam90, WS94, WD98, WW92, WJ94, 
Wei91b, Wei93, WCN92, Wlo91]. 
FORTRAN 
[WR93, Wri90a, XWK95, Xu93, Yan95, 
YYM93, YB92, Zan92, Zei92, ZE92, 
ZMR+91, ZZ94, Zim07, ZB94a, GT92b, 
v90, van90a, van90b, von92, Bee96b, 
Bee96c, Bee96d, Bee97, Ame90b, Ame97b, 
Ame92, AL92, ABW92, ABMS94, ABM+97, 
Adv98, AMC01, Ain90, Ain91, Ain93, 
ADHF96, Ak99, AS97, AKLS88, AG95a, 
AFAS99, Alt90, AC17, dSZP92, AR06, 
Ana93a, Ana93b, ACIK97, And90, And92b, 
And02, AGS92, AS91, AH91, AH94, AOL94a, 
AOL94b, Ano91c, Ano91b, Ano91d, Ano92a, 
Ano92b, Ano93c, Ano93d, Ano93e, Ano93g, 
Ano93h, Ano93f, Ano93k, Ano93o, Ano93p, 
Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94m, Ano95d, 
Ano95e, Ano95g, Ano97d, Ano99c, Ano02, 
Ano07, AJJF14, AHJS90, AO90a, AO90b, 
AO90c, ADG96, AS14, AC16, AGG+97, 
BCM+93, Bac98, BGZ94, Bai92, Bai93b].

FORTRAN 
[Bai94, Bai95, Bai96a, Bai95b, 
Bak91, Bak95, BCS00, BCS01, BC01, BS13, 
BS91a, BT94, Bur94, BBCH95, BP92, Bee90, 
Bee91, Bee01b, Bee01d, Bee01g, Bee01f, 
Bee1e, Bel90a, Bel11, Bel90b, BBZ94, 
Ben95, BZ99, Ben99b, BB92, BBB90, BK06, 
BS16, BW12, Ber91a, Ber91b, BGN93, 
BCC+91a, BCC+91b, BCC+92, BKMC96, 
BDC+96, BF93a, BF93b, Bla00, Bl94, Bl95, 
Blu91, BKP93, BFHH94, BL91, Bor91b, 
BGV94, BDGxx, Bou96, BCF93, BCF+93a, 
BCF+93b, BCF+93c, BCF+94c, BCF+94b, 
BCF+94d, BCF+94a, BMN+95, BMN+97, 
Bra91, BGA90, Bra94b, BGA94, BGA96, 
Bra97b, Bra97d, Bra94c, Bra94d, 
BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, 
BG94, BG97, Bre78, Bre79, BGS94b, BV13, 
BHS91a, BHS91b, Bro90a, Bro92b, 
Bro92a, Bro95, Bro97, BW96, 
Bro90b, Bro96a, Bru96b, Buc94a, Buc94b].

FORTRAN 
[Buc94c, BD14, BDK91, BSPF01, 
BSB+03, BDH+05, CLIN+02, CF90, Can92b, 
CG96, CSC+97, CRS90, CZ10, Cel96, 
Cha94a, Cha95a, CTS96, CCL01, CCL04, 
CM91, CMZ92a, CMZ92b, CMM93, 
CZM93a, CMZ93b, CMZ93b, Cha94b, 
Cha94c, CMZ94a, CMZ94a, CMZ95, Cha97a, 
Cha97b, CC95b, CC92b, CCW94, 
Che92, CZ90, CC90a, CC95, CS00, 
Cho91, Cho92, CKZ93, CFH+93, CW92, 
CWB94, CD03, CDMC06, Coo03, Cok95, 
CM91, CGT92b, CRDO16, CA92, CT11, 
CC93, Cou91, Cou97, CT90, Cra91b, Cra92, 
Cra93, Cre03, C198, dCH94, Cur94, DDF10, 
DL99b, Dig92, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93e, 
Dan90, DDCMR96, DET12, DLLR96, DP96, 
DP99, DL97a, DL97b, DS97, Dec93, DNS98, 
DNG07, DG08, DGS08, DL97c, Del93, DZ98, 
Dem95, Dem97, Dem03, Dem06, Dem07, 
DDH17, DCR99a].

FORTRAN 
[Rocxx, DOP+92, Din99, DKMO7, DLS95, 
DGR90, Don90, Don91, DV92, DDH+95, 
DDH+96, DDHW96b, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, 

DCHH88b, DCHH88a,
DD97, DS94, Cro92, Du 97, DV91, DV93,
DB93a, DY99, DR93a, DR93b, DR94b,
DR95a, DV98, DVY00, DV01, DV02a,
DV02b, Edg92, Eig90a, Eig90b, EHJ+91,
EHJ+93, ES93a, Ein94, Ein95, ECS96, Ein96,
EB92, Ins91a, Ell90, EPL94a, EPL94b,
EPL95, EH07a, EMU96, Err96, EC13, EFP07,
Ett90, Ett92, Ett93, Ett96, Ett97, ED99,
EB98, FBZ92, FSPC+02, FGBN19, FT03,
FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS90b,
FGMS93, FCH92, FCH93, FHL94, FC92,
FLQ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].

Fortran [GP94, GP97, GK06, GST02a,
GST02b, GST12, Gla92a, GBDB97, Gli96,
God93, GMB96, GU90, GT03, GT07, GRE99,
GEO93, GOS90a, GOS90b, FHL94, FCH92,
FH+90b, FH+90a, Fox91a, Fox91b,
FLQZ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].

Fortran [GP94, GP97, GK06, GST02a,
GST02b, GST12, Gla92a, GBDB97, Gli96,
God93, GMB96, GU90, GT03, GT07, GRE99,
GEO93, GOS90a, GOS90b, FHL94, FCH92,
FH+90b, FH+90a, Fox91a, Fox91b,
FLQZ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].

Fortran [GP94, GP97, GK06, GST02a,
GST02b, GST12, Gla92a, GBDB97, Gli96,
God93, GMB96, GU90, GT03, GT07, GRE99,
GEO93, GOS90a, GOS90b, FHL94, FCH92,
FH+90b, FH+90a, Fox91a, Fox91b,
FLQZ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].

Fortran [GP94, GP97, GK06, GST02a,
GST02b, GST12, Gla92a, GBDB97, Gli96,
God93, GMB96, GU90, GT03, GT07, GRE99,
GEO93, GOS90a, GOS90b, FHL94, FCH92,
FH+90b, FH+90a, Fox91a, Fox91b,
FLQZ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].

Fortran [GP94, GP97, GK06, GST02a,
GST02b, GST12, Gla92a, GBDB97, Gli96,
God93, GMB96, GU90, GT03, GT07, GRE99,
GEO93, GOS90a, GOS90b, FHL94, FCH92,
FH+90b, FH+90a, Fox91a, Fox91b,
FLQZ97, FES05, Fu90, Fur93, Glo91a, GH18,
Gal91, Gao05, Gaa06, Gar91a, Gar91b,
GS90b, GG99, Geh95, Geh96, GM18, GB95].
Pre93g, Pre99, PCS98, PCS99, Pug90, QRH00, RRM+15, RM90, RTY90, RS92a, Rat95, RZ94a, RZ94b, Red95, RL91, Rei93, Rei92c, Rei92a, Rei92b, Rei95a, Rei95b, Rei97, Rei02, Rei03, Rei04, RM90, RTY90, Rib02, Ric06, RP93, Rd91, Rot93, RMCKB97, Rou90, RMX05, RRX+08, RXA10, RMX12.

Fortran
[Rub93, Rys95, Sil92a, Sil92b, Spe96a, Sof93, Scixxa, Scixxb, SMG91, Sab92, SWBO93, Sab94, SS09, Sai95, SFKL02, Sar00, Sar17, SZM98, iSYS12, Sat97, Sav95, SWW90, SOP93, SS95, SZ90, SSG+10, SSG+18, SM90, Sch93c, Sch99, Sch03, Sch96a, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, SNMC93, SKM94, See04, SKP91, SIOS02, SD01, SD03, STY15, STY18, Sha94, SLY90b, SMI95b, Smi00, Smi01, Sno97, Som98, SS10, Sou91a, Sou91b, Spe96b, SPF00, SF10, SD92, SD93, Ste93, SF93, SAC+92, SSS99, SH97, Sun05, SSG97, Szy07, Thi91, Taq16, Tav97, Tee90, Tem96, Tho93, Tho97, TS06a, TGB+02, TMD13, TS06b, TTT93, Tom99, Tor91, Tou84, Tre97, Tre91, Tre95, Tro90, Tse93, Tse97, Unixx, U.S01a].

Fortran-77
[ES93b, CM92, GWL+92, GH18, Hop93, Hop94, Hop97, KDDH94].

Fortran-90
[BRdAHK04, ES93b, Bai94, Bai95, Bai05a, Bai05b, CC92b, DS94].

Fortran-95
[DN05].

FortranD
[HKT91a].

Fortran-based
[Che91, Hun00, DDH17, NOL97].

Fortran-like
[SKP91].

Fortran-Linear
[KN94].

Fortran-to-C
[FGMS90c, FGMS90d, FGMS90a, FGMS93].

Fortran-to-Fortran
[KN94].

Fortran-to-Java
[FLQZ97].

Fortran-XSC
[Wal93b].

Fortran/HPF
[UZCZ97].

Fortran/PVM
[MWO95].

Fortran2003
[DLW+18].

Fortran-97
[Rotxx, But95, BS91b].

Fractional
[Deu90].

Fractional
[Num90c].

Four-Dimensional
[DM90, KNOR04, Lai92a, Lai92b, MBGK11].

Four-dimensional
[Lai92a, Lai92b].

Four-particle
[MBGK11].

Fourier
[Ano97d, BL93a, Bra97d, BL93b, BSS92, MBGK11].

Four-Order
[GM97].

FPS
[SAC+92, Tou84].

Frac
[NACM15].

foundations
[PD96].

Four-Order
[GM97].

Framework
[FH18, Fox79, GO94, KM95b, MMT09, MA18, RSB97, vDSP96, ACIK97, CH98, MDV07, Sal06, vK94, vHK00].

France
[BLT94, Van95, IE94c].

Francisco
[ACM95b, BBG+95, IE94c].

Frank
[Ano97a].

Free
[Ano97d, BL93a, Bra97a, BL93b, BSS92, CZ10, RXX+08].

freezer
[Cra95].
Frequently [Ola93]. Friend [BDH90].
friendly [CFPS94, TS06a]. Fritz [Coc03].
front [Lov94]. Frontiers [IEE94a].
Frontiers’95 [IEE94a]. fronts [EN96].
FSQP [ZT90]. Fthreads [Nag01].
fuel [KRY90]. Fujitsu [AHOK02, Bee01a]. Full [GSDL08, Rei02, GSDL10]. fully [MA09].
Function [BBCH95, Cod93, HLJ98, KDHS92, KDDH94, NPB92, Wal01, Wal02b, Das06, GST11, GST12, Jon92a, Jon92b, MZM94, NVFNP93, PRS99].
Function-Composition [HLJ98].
Functional [SWW90, SKP91, GP92, MC96, RD91].
functionality [Gro91]. Functioning [Nan93b, RH94].
Functions [AAC+04, Are90, CCL01, Cod90b, Fab04, HK93c, HFT94, HFT97, Kod90, kod11, Maaxx, Mac98, MKFB92, MJR93, Mc060, Nag95, Ros93, SGMS97, Smi98, Smi11, Tho97, Zog96, Ano98a, BBZ95, BB07, CDGM96, EFG+05, Err90, EC13, GST02a, GST02b, GST04a, GST06a, GST06b, Gro90, HIS91, IMS90a, IMS91f, Koi90, KVK92, Las97, Mac96a, PG10, Sar00, Sar17, SSG+10, SSW+18, Smi01, XWK95, ZA11, vWAH+02].
fundamental [HCD+98]. Fundamentals [BCM99]. Fusion [SMY90, RM90]. Future [Ken92b, Rei03, SZAB98, Zim02, HCD+98, MVZ98b].

G [Hop97]. G4 [Hum90]. GALAHAD [GOT03b]. gallium [SM90]. GAMM [AH92]. gamma [HIK90, Smi01].
gamma-spectrum [HIK90]. Gas [Ano90a, Cok93a, Cok93b, Lar93, Tea94].
gas-liquid [Cok93a]. gases [TS06b].
Gateway [RVV+92]. Gauge [GAW96a, GAW96b, BW12, Cal90].
Gauss [RBD+11, BB07, RBD+10]. Gauss-related [BB07].
Gaussian [BKT91, HD05, KG99, MKFB92, PW84, SGMS97].
Gaussian-Type [SGMS97]. GCC [Bro03, HDR03]. GCG [CH96]. gdb [But95].
Gem [Cha09, Och09]. GEMM [KLV98].
GEMM-based [KLV98]. gene [Wri90b].
General [DGR92, FJ92, HC92, HC94, Uni2, CM94, DGR90, Gro90, Int90i, Int90j, Int91c, Ove91, SS10, SMSW06, ZT90, FGJB19].
generalization [Wol91]. Generalized [KH13].
generate [GBC92, NJ94a]. generated [FTPR04]. générateur [Gom90b].

Generation [AMC01, Ano90a, CG96, CMKH03, FGL01, FES05, KHS96, Paj90, SGMS97, SSC00, BS13, BGDV94, Cas99b, EFP07, EJLC97, GV92, GHK+93, Hen95, KHS95, LMJC96, LP90, MS00a, MS00b, TRV96, VRT97, YH93].
Generator [HD93, Lev92, Wal91b, WW92, FSV90, Gom90a, Gom90b, Hen94, Jam94, Jam96, LS09, MZT90, STVS91, SOP93, Wol92, vWAH+02].
generators [BS13, CBTL97, DW03, Jam90]. Generic [She92, BwCW01, CM91, Cur94, SSS99].
Genesis [Hey94]. genetic [FHE95].
Genotypic [CHL94]. GENTRAN [BGV94].
GENTRANS [Kea92].
geoaoustics [Ame90a]. geodesic [AF92, Rib92]. GEOFLUID [Lar93].

Geological

[FKL94, Coh90, Car93, CB95, Mcc91].
geologischen [Por90]. Geometric

[Sug95, Ra95]. geometries [AF92].
geophone [Bec91]. geophysics [Dut94].
Geosciences [FYR99, YRF02].
geothermical [Kut92].

German [EMR93]. Germany

[Ano97a, AH92, BPG94, Eir91, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, AFKL04, Sch93a, KSW93].
get [Ano95d, Wie89, HD+94].
Getting [SB92, Thi91].

GF [PW84]. Ghinsu [Liv91].

Ghosh [Tsa01].

Giants [Ol94].

Gibbs

[BS92].

Giga announces [BHMS91a, BHMS91b].

Gisela [Ano97a].

Give [DZ98, vK94].
GIVE-N-TAKE [vK94]. given [Gil01].

GIZ [GSt02b]. GKS [Ame96, LMG95, San92]. GLIM [ZMR+91].

Global [GK06, PWD93, SWH95, ADH95, GBC92, HWS09, KH93, Ogi02]. Globally [WMMW97].

glossary [IBM91c].

GMAO [GK06]. GMD [BRH90]. GMRES [FGGL05, FGG09].

GMS [She91]. Gmunden [Vol93]. GNU [AS97, But95, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, YSMA+17].

Gnuplot [AG95a]. goals [Ano93e].


goodness [GH18].

GORD [Tea94]. Gordon [STVS91, DKMS91]. Gordon/ISCOPE [ACM01].

Graph [BCT94, HK92, RR99]. Graphical [Ame96, HT91, UHP91, Cur94, LP05, Par94, She91].


GRASP [FPR01, Has06, Hop03, PPR97, RPL96, RFS98, RR99]. GRASP2018 [FGJB19].

gravitational [FYR99, YRF02].

gravity [FR94, Lop90, McG91]. Great [Lap96]. Greece [HMP94]. GRESS [Hor91a, Hor91b].

grid [Deu90, RRX+08, STVS91, SR04]. grid-free [RRX+08]. gridded [MC96, Phi91b, Phi92].

Grids [BLW02, CN94, Gon93].

GROMOS96 [BCS01]. Gross [KY9V+15, MA09, TS06b, YSVM+16, YSVM+17].

ground [HW95, Joy92]. ground-based [HW95].

Growth [Gar91a, Gar91b, Ger94a, Szy97]. GSAP [HIK90].

GSL [Rap94]. Guaranteed [Nak95a, Nak90]. Guest [Hat94].

GUI [Ana93a, Ana93b, Sal95].

Guide [And92a, And92b, ABB+95, BDPW98, BGA90, BA95, BGA96, Cha95a, TCH94, ED99, Fuh94, Geh95, Geh96, Geh97, HKS91, IBM93, Scixxb, Sco93, Sun92b, Sun92a, ZB94b, Ano98a, Bak91, BGA94, Con91, C290, Con90, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, Cro90, Dig90a, Dig90b, Dig93a, Dig93b, Del93, FG93, Hew92a, Int90b, Int90d, Int90h, Int90m, Int90n, Int90e, Int91b, Int91f, Int92, Ing90a, Ing90b, Law01, Num90a, Num91b, Num93a, Pag95, SII92b, Sof93, Spexx, Sun93, WFL92a, WFL92b, Yip90, ZT90].

Guidebook [LW89, Tho97]. Guidelines [PWD93, Cok93a]. GUIs [Bra91].

GUT [EH07a].

H

Had [Adl93, BSS92, Eme94, Gar93, Kon94, Lo98].

Hague [An903].

Haksup [nY90].

Halos [Ben99a, Bra00, Ben90].

Halsted [Sch91b].

Hamiltonian [BBB00, BK06, BSV16, GBDB97].

Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian [BSV16].

Hampton [Wie94].

Hand [Fuj95, FTPR04].

hand-coding [FTPR04].

handing [ISO90].

Handling [BBCR98, CZM93a, HFT94, HFT97, IF93, Rei95b, Wei95, ABC+96, IEC98a, Int98a, Rei95a, Rei95c, Rei97].

Hands-On [CSS90a].

Handwritten [Dya95].

Hankel [Wie99].

Hansen [Hof98].

hardware [S94].

Harre [Wei94].

Harmonic [BD14, MBGK11, PS08, TS06b].

harmonic-oscillator [MBGK11].

Harness [GL96, AH90, AH90, CA92].

Harray [YYM93].

Hartree [HKS+97, KS12, PS08, SS09].

Harvard
[Par86]. Haven [Ban93]. having [MIN+95].
Hawaii [ERS95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94].
headers [Cha09]. Healing [GWE+05]. heat
[Car93, iSYS12, Car93]. heavy
[SH97, WW14]. Hector [RFRH96].
Heidelberg [Ano97a]. held [NBC92].
Helmholtz [Kir93, Kir98]. hemisphere
[Cum90]. HeNCE [BDG+94]. HEP [DH84].
here [JH86]. Hermitian [CS14].
Hessenberg [HD05]. heterogeneous
[ADB94, BDG+94]. HI
[HS94a, IEE96, HS94b]. Hiebert [NRS92].
Hierarchical
[Ame97a, IEC90, ISO90, BMV93, JC93].
Higgs [DKM07, EH07a]. High
[ACM97, ACM98, AOL94b, Ano94d, BGS94a, BPG94, Bee96a, BB294, BM99, BEH+94, BCF+94a, BCC+96b, CB95a, CM93a, CM94a, Cre90a, Don95, Dow93, DIN+94, FJSD96, Fos94, Fox91a, FGG09, Fuj95, G01a, GH94a, GH94b, Ger98a, Ger98b, God93, HMR+15, HS95, IEE94d, IFI95, Lin93, Lov93, Lov94, MCH96, MAL93, R95a, Rag95a, S95b, Ten93, USE94, W98b, Wea94, Zos93, Ano93q, BCM+93, BID95, Bre92, Car91b, CC93, CDF+93, DLLR96, DH95, Duv92, Eme94, EN96, FGG05, Jam94, Jam96, KLV98, K00, K04, KC94, Lee90, MKF95, OM92, Sar97, SSC97, Z007, Adv98, AMC01, ADHF96, ACIK97, A0L94a, Ano93c, Ano93e, Ano93h, Ano93f, Ano93k, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94m, AGG+97, B93, Ben99b, BB02, BHH94, BMN+95, BMN+97, Bra94c, Bra94d, BCC+96a, BCC+97a]. High
[BCC+97b, BMZ92, CLI+N02, CZM93b, CZM94a, CM95, CC94, CKZ93, Cou97, DDCMR96, DL97a, DL97b, DS97, D98, DCR99a, Din99, FXAC94, GH94c, GOS94, Hig92, HM96, Han98, HBB+95, Hat94, HF95, HJ97, HJJ+90, KM97, Ken94b, KK95a, KK01, KS02, KX11, KMBK96, KMS+95, KOM93, KOM94, Koe92, KLS+94a, KG97, KK94, LMMW96, MB95, MMY95a, Meh93a, Meh94b, Meh94, MVZ98b, MVZ98a, MZ00, MZ01, MH95, Met95, MM95, MMY95b, MR95b, NOL97, Of98, PFS+04, Paz96, RMCKB97, SS98, SZM98, Sch96a, Sch97, SNMC93, SIOS02, Ste93, Tho93, Wag94, YGS+94, YFH97, Z002, dSL98, van94a].
High-Dimensional [BM99]. High-level
[Ger98a, Ger98b, Wea94, DLLR96].
High-Order [CC95a, Fuj95, Sar97].
High-Performance
[BGS94a, Bee96a, BEH+94, FJS96, Fos94, FGG09, GH94a, HMR+15, IEE94d, Lin93, Per93, GH94b, HS95, Ano93q, KLV98, BFHH94, Bra94c, CZM94a, GH94c, S908].
High-powered [Cre90a]. high-quality
[Jan94, Jam96]. high-resolution [DH95].
high-speed [OM92]. higher
[CMM94, KHC92]. Highly
[AAC+04, HJJ97, KSYE00, PW84]. Hilton
[IEE90a]. HiPPI [JA92]. HIRLAM [GS95].
histograms [GH18]. History
[HOP93, Kin93, MCI97a, Z002, Bac98, Nan93a, MVZ98b]. hits [Ano95g]. HiWEP
[Z002]. HIZ [GST02b]. hole
[LZL11, Taq16]. Holland [Nan93c].
homogeneous [KKY99]. Homotopy
[WMMW97, S08, WSW00].
HOMPACK90 [WMMW97]. Honolulu
[IEE96]. Honor [NRS92]. HOPL [HOP93].
HOPPIL [HOP93]. horizontal
[Co94, Mc99]. House [Em94]. HP
[GMM92, Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Hew92a, Hew92b, Hew93, TOML04].
HP-UX [TOML04]. HPC [Fox94, Loh10].
HPF [ABC+96, Ano94e, Ano94f, AMKS02, AKH02, Ben99b, Ben99a, Ben00, BF01, BDP98, Bod94, BB96, BR98, Boul95, BCF93, BCF+93b, BCF+93c, BCF+94c, BCF+94b, BCF+94d, BMNN94, BID95, BZ94, BD96, BG96, BCC+97b, Bra94, BSC95, BxCW01, BLW02, Br00, BMV03, CMB96, CMT01, CL07, CM94b, CM94, CGS94, Coe94a, Coe94b, Coe96, CA96, Cou97, DL97c, Del98, DS01, DS02,
DCR99b, DRST03, EGKU99, EGKU02, FGL01, FGRRT00, FSPC+02, FKKC96, Fox94, GLPE97, GS01b, Guo01, GMS+95, HKM98, HLJ01, HCLJ03, IK96, IHKvW02, ISkvW02, JB01a, JB01b, Jou95, KKS+95, KHS96, KMS+95, LZ97, MM94, MBFC99, Met99a, MAH+02, Nak95c, Nak95b, NJ94e, NON02, Ogi02, OA02, OP98a, OP98b, OPP00, PSG03, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96, PD96, Pon94a, Pon94b, Sai95, SM02a, SF02. 

HKM98, HLJ01, HCLJ03, IK96, IHKvW02, ISkvW02, JB01a, JB01b, Jou95, KKS+95, KHS96, KMS+95, LZ97, MM94, MBFC99, Met99a, MAH+02, Nak95c, Nak95b, NJ94e, NON02, Ogi02, OA02, OP98a, OP98b, OPP00, PSG03, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96, PD96, Pon94a, Pon94b, Sai95, SM02a, SF02. 

HPF [SMSY02, SNK06, Sch96b, SZG95, SIOS02, SIDH95, SM02b, SVD96, SDv98, Smi95a, Spo94, SS00, SN94, TCF94, TRV96, U2CZ97, Van94b, Vec94, WSL94, Zin99, vDSP96, vWAH+02]. 

HPF-Builder [DL97c]. 

HPF-combined [MIN+95]. 

HPF/Like [Guo01, CMT01]. 

HPF/Fortran [Ano94h, PHHF94a, PHHF94b, PH96]. 

HPF/JA 

[AHOK02, ISkvW02, Ogi02, SIOS02]. 

HPF/SX [MAH+02]. 

HPF2 [BCBR98]. 

HPBFench [HJJ+00]. 

HPFIT [BCC+96a, BCC+96b, BCC+97a, BCC+97b]. 

HPO [Dig90a]. 

HSPF-Mark [LMK94]. 

HSPF [Neu01]. 

HTML [Nai17]. 

human [yKxx]. 

Human [Gal91]. 

Hungarian [Fe92, FK95]. 

Hybrid [Fe92, FK95, Cse99]. 

hybrid [Fe92, FK95, Cse99]. 

hydrodynamic [RB93a, RB93b]. 

hydrogenic [PG10, Sar00, Sar17]. 

hydrologic [Pel93]. 

Hydrological [Gal91]. 

Hungarian [Fe92, FK95]. 

Hybrid [Fe92, FK95, Cse99]. 

hydrodynamic [RB93a, RB93b]. 

hydrogenic [PG10, Sar00, Sar17]. 

hydrologic [Pel93]. 

I/O 

[BLV02, LG93, LHHJ91, SW94, Cee94a]. 

I/Os [CFPS94]. 

IA [AAC+04]. 

IA-64 [AAC+04]. 

IBM [BBB+94, Bel90a, Bel90b, CK90, CT11, GR92, GMS+95, Int90c, Int90d, Lin93, Mra94, Per93, Pet91, SPS+91, Sai95, Sar91, Sar97, SSW91, WTW90]. 

ICFP [Coc03]. 

ICIP [IEE94b]. 

ICONIC [CB94]. 

ICPP [Agr95]. 

Id [Nik93]. 

Idaho [Neu01]. 

identical [Loh10]. 

implementation [Krue91]. 

Implementor [CKZ93]. 

Implications [AH94, AH91]. 

implicit [KBKT94]. 

IMPLO [GT92a, GT92b].
Importance [Bra03]. improve [TJ90].
Improved [JP95, NG93, GST12, Nag90].
Improvements [BCT94, Zag16].
Improving [CCK90, Lev95b, Sal92]. Inc.
[Zeit92]. incidence [YK90, YB92]. included
[Ame96, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ude91]. Includes
[Ru93]. Including [Cou97]. inclusion
[NVC96]. incommensurate [Smi93b].
Incomplete [JP95, PW93].
incorppressible [KBKT94]. incorrect
[BBF +92]. Increased [CP93]. Incremental
[KHS95, SAS90, EKC95]. increments
[How91, SH91]. Indefinite
[DR95b, DR94b, DR95a, Duf04].
Independent
[HKT92a, RFS98, SB91, SFB92, SWM95,
Sil01, HKT91c, Ken94a, Str05]. Index
[Ano07, KHS96, CM94, IBM91c, KHS95].
India [Kum94]. Indices [MC92]. indirect
[DSv94]. INDO [SS09]. induced
[How91, LR91, SH91]. Industrial
[Kou00, BLT94]. industry [Ano95d].
inelastic [AIS +97]. Inequality
[MHL12, ZT90]. Infer [VB18]. infinite
[EO94]. infinitely [CNP91, Dut94, YB92].
Influence [KZ94a, KZ94b]. InfoDock
[Ano97b]. infographie [II90]. informatics
[Pri93]. Information
[Ame97b, Ame97a, Ano94n, Ins91a, IEC90,
IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99,
IEE92a, IEE93b, ISO90, Int97a, ISO90,
Int00, ISO004a, ISO004b, ISO10, JI93, KL13,
Meta99c, Meta99d, Meta99x, Meta90i, Int90j,
Int91c, Ins91b, Ins92, IPI90, IPI91, LMC96,
ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99].
infrastucure [WFV +94], infusion
[WHL92a, WHL92b]. INGRES/EQUEL
[Ing90a]. INGRES/ESQL [Ing90b].
Inheritance
[Mor15, DNS98]. Initial
[BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, Hig91, BG94,
IDV97, Xul93]. initial-value [IDV97].
Initiation
[BDDXX, AL92]. Initiative
[KLM91]. initio [HK +97]. injection
[PBU95]. inline [CHT92]. Innovation
[ACM03]. Input [And90, And92b, Are90,
MR93b, Pra90, BN96, Tho86].
Input/Output
[And90, And92b]. INRIA
[Glo91b]. Insight [IEE02]. Inspection
[NJ94c]. Installation [BDPW98, Dig90a,
Dig93a, IBM91a, IBM91b]. instantiation
[DV98]. Institute [Ano94a]. Instruction
[SS93, Vaj92, Cho91, HT91, KER93].
Instruction-level
[SS93]. Instructional
[Schxx]. Instructor
[BS91b, Spexx]. Instrumentation
[Bili90, Yan94a]. Intake
[Lin90]. Integer
[AMC98, Shi93b, BKK94, Hig93]. Integers
[MH93, MRO06]. Integral
[AJ98, BB91, Drel92, Dre93, Sm11, CA90,
Jon92a, Jon92b, Kir93, Kir98, LP90].
Integrals
[Ano90, SGMS97, Som98, Car91a, Ga95,
Gao06, HMT90, Mac96b].
Integrated
[ASS95, BGG +94, BCC +96a, BCC +96b,
CFK +94, DCM96, JI93, BCC +97a, BCC +97b]. Integrates
[FXAC94]. Integrating
[AP90, CM98, LMJC96, CMV94, YWS +94].
Integration
[HIM91, CRS90, EO94]. Intel
[Ano02, BRH90, GAW96a, GAW96b, KR94,
KR95, Mc91B, SZG95, YSA +17].
Intelligence
[BPG94, HR92]. Intel(R)
[TBG +02]. Intensive
[Bel90a, Bel90b, GR92]. interacting
[PS08]. interaction
[DRST03, HK +97, Sar00, Sar17].
interactions
[GLS93, MME08]. Interaction
[Ame97a, CC90, CS90, HKTW94, IEC90,
ISO90, KMT91, Kry94, Pao99, SAS90, Tay99,
Ame90a, Co95, HM92, HKH +93, KNOR04,
MKF95, Pa01, SMB90, Sii93, SWO92].
InterCall
[Wei94]. interchange
[AK84]. Interface
[AG95a, Ano94j, Ano96b, BDC +96, BPK93,
BG96, BHY08, BDK91, DFL92, DDH +95,
DDHW96b, FKKC96, GRE99, HBG01, IEE92a,
MJR93, SW94, YGS +94, Ano94k, BDPW98,
BxCW01, CH96, Cur94, GMF18, HBG02, HD +94.
Interfacing [All90, LMMW96, Och09].

Interfacing [All90, LMMW96, Och09].

interim [MSZ90, Ngu91].

interior [GT92a, GT94, GT92b].

Interlanguage [Mac91b, Mac91c].

intermediate [Nie92].

intermolecular [HMT90].

Internal [FWH+94].

Internation [MS94].

International [ACM94a, ACM94c, ACM95a, ACM96a, Ano93m, Ano94a, Ano94i, AH92, BPG94, BV94, CKMU94, Cse99, DW94, ERS95, EPL94b, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, Glo91b, HMP94, HAM95b, HS95, HS94b, HH94, IEE95a, IEE96, II91, ISO94a, KR93+90, Kum94, KSW93, Lev95a, NBC92, PBG+95, AFKL04, Sen03, Sie94a, Sie94b, Vol93, WN90, Ano93q, Ban93, BGNP94, BLT94, GH94c, Hua96, Sch93a].

Internetworking [Ano93b].

INTERP [Kea95a, interopera- [YBMCB14].

Interpolating [Cos97a, Cos97b, MC96].

Interpolation [BM99, CMV09, Ren97b, RB99, TZW+10, KP93, MKC92, Ren03, Ren04, Yu01].

interpretation [BM090, Ude91].

interpreter [Rap94].

Interpreting [Ano94h, PHHF94b].

Interprocedural [CCKT86, CI96, CI98, DJ92, Hal91, HHKT92, HHKT96, Harxx, MS93a, CKT85, HK90, LM94, SRH96, YH93].

Intersections [NRS92].

intersegmental [SZ90].

interstage [MIN+95].

Interval [AS97, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, KV92, Oku95, SZAB97, SZAB98, SZAB99, Sun05, Wal00, Wal01, Wal02b, WS94, BBZ95, PBU95, KV92].

Interval-Enhanced [SZAB99].

INTERVAL_ARITHMETIC [Kea96a, Kea96b].

Intervals [SB01].

Interview [Tay86].

INTLIB [KDKSH92, KDDH94].

INTLIB_ARITHMETIC [Kea95a].

Intrinsic [CCL01, Nag95, Wal01, Wal02b].

Intrinsics [AS97, CCL04].

Introducing [CS95, CS00, LS90c].

Introduction [Cha94c, Cha97b, Chi91, DW98, Ell90, FJSD96, Hat94, Hud91a, Hud91c, Hud91b, Jon93, Kug92, LP98b, Mal91, MH95, NLF96, NL96, NL97b, Ort94b, Ort94a, Rou94, Sch96b, Var95, Wri91, Zim99, Cha95b, Ede90, Grit93, Och99, SSG93, Vlh94, Wri90a, Mar98].

Introductory [Ric06, LD87, Nom90a, Num91b, Num93a].

intrusion [FR94].

invaded [Dur94].

Inversion [BBK99, BBK99a, GGLM88, GL90, GDWL08, GDWL10, KP93, NJ94a, NJ94b, Ple93, Tur93].

Inverting [Gep90].

Invited [Meh93b, Zim02].

involving [Sar90, Sar97].

IO [Sni92].

Inversion [DLM99a, GL90, GDWL08, GDWL10, KP93, NJ94a, NJ94b, Ple93, Tur93].

Inverting [Gep90].

Invited [Meh93b, Zim02].

invoking [Sar90, Sar97].

IP [Ano93b, JA92].

IPMLO [GT94].

IPPS [IEE96, IEE95a].

IPSC [BRH90, KR94, Mc91, KR95].

IPPS/2 [BRH90].

ISO-Pascal [Wic95].

Irregular [Ben99a, BBR98, Bra00, DL97a, DL97b, GLPE97, HJT97, LP98a, PHD+95, PCS98, PCS99, Sch96a, UZCZ97, vKK+93, Ben00, BCC+97b, BSC95, GFC95b, HSM+95, LP99, Luc92, MR96b, Pont94, Pont94b, PSC+95, SSG+10, SSM+94, dSL98, vKK92, von92].

irregularly [Yu01].

ISBN [Eme94, Gon01, Hop97].

ISO/IEC [ACM01].

Ising [DM90, Heu90].

Isn't [RMX12].

ISO/IEC [ACM01].

ISO/ANSI [ACM94c, ACM96a, Ano93m, Ano94a, AH92, BPG94, BV94, CKMU94, Cse99, DW94, ERS95, EPL94b, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, Glo91b, HMP94, HAM95b, HS95, HS94b, HS94a, HH94, IEE95a, IEE96, II91, ISO94a, KR93+90, Kum94, KSW93, Lev95a, NBC92, PBG+95, AFKL04, Sen03, Sie94a, Sie94b, Vol93, WN90, Ano93q, Ban93, BGNP94, BLT94, GH94c, Hua96, Sch93a].

Isopycnic [BDOS95a, BDOS95b].
KKMP95b, Lan90d, Nik93, OC94, Rys95, See04, XH90, AC92, Amel7b, Alg90, Ano91c, Ano91d, AJF14, Con91, Cel96, CS90c, CS91, Cra93, Dig92, Rocxx, EN96, FCH90, FC92, FH90a, Fox91b, Hew90a, HIS91, HSS95, Int90a, Int90c, Int90f, Int90g, Int90l, Int91a, Int91e, Int91d, IEC90, IEC97, Int91b, Int91c, Int97a, Int97b, KKM95a, Lan90c, Loh90, Met99, Met99d, Nor91, OJ09, RD91, Sil92a, Szy97, UZ95, UZ96, Wal93a, WHL92a, WHL92b, ZBC92, Zim92.

Language
ISO04a, CC94, ISO04b, ISO10.

Languages
AC97a, AC97b, Glk96, McD93, Nat00, RRM+15, EKC95, Pre99, SKFL02, TMD13.

Legendre
SSG+10, SSG+18.

Lemaitre
Rib02.

Length

Lessons
GWE05.

Lessons
GWE05.

lethal
RKM92.

Letters
GWE05.

Level
DD94, DH92, Ein91, Hig90b, Lin93, Per93, USE94, Vaj92, CC93, DLR96, EN96, Ger98, Ger98b, KLV98, MK95, Mitt02, SNK06, SS93, Waa94, ZJP95, DD99, DDHD90, DV98.

Level-3
DD94, DH92.

Lexical
Dya95.

lexically
BGS82.

Libm
TOML04.

Libraries
Cro92, EGKU99, Ham95a, IEE94e, IEE95b, KNOR04, MK90, Bee01b, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, BCF94a, BV13, Hul96, LHW01.

Library
Bra00, BKR91, CMKH03, For95, FHS78, Fox79, Je93, KDD92, KDD94, Kry94, MJR93, SD99, TOML04, Wri99, BS13, CHW94, Coo95, Cra91b, Cra92, DDH17, DLV+18, Du97, GT92a, GT94, GOT93, HKM98, HML2, HW91, Int90f, Int90g, Int90l, Int90k, Int91a, Int91e, Int91d, JCL10, KN95, KVK92, Mar92, MS00a, MS00b, Num90a, Num90b, Num90c, Num91a, Num91b, Num91c, Num93a, Num93b, Numxx, PQ94, Rap90, Svy90, Sch90, Ste91, Wal93b, GT92b, IMS90a, IMS90b, IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h, IV94, vWAH+02, Kri86.
Life [NOL97], Lifetime [Huf93, ZMR*91], Lifetime-sensitive [Huf93], lift [How91, SH91], Lightweight [IKHvW02], Like [Guo01, CMT01, KGV97, MM02, Yam95, Wal93a], Likelihood [BGW93, BLL*96, WCN92], likelihood-based [WCN92], limb [SZ90], Limitations [Meh93b, Meh93a], Linda [Sci93], line [NG93], line-broadening [NG93], Linear [ACIK97, dCH94, DGL91b, DGL91c, DGL91a, DDHD90, Don91, DV92, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, DR93a, DR93b, DV98, DHP92, GK06, GGHvdG01, HL94, KNS95b, L97, MKFB92, ON90, TIUG90, WD98, DR95b, AR06, AR94, ARB95, CS14, CW92, CW94, DH84, Don90, DR94b, DR95a, GT92a, GT94, HS10, KNS95a, LFG00, Mal91, OH90, Ove91, SG95, SMSW06, WSW00, ZT90, GT92b, vV90], Linear-Time [KNS95b, KNS95a], lines [FBC96, NG93], linenuyu [Mal91], link [KSYE00], link-cell [KSYE00], Linking [BEE01b, GPS99, RVV*92], Links [BKR*91], LINPACK [She92], Linux [Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97c, Ano02, Bee01a, Del98, Hug96, KM97], Linux/AXP [Ano97b], Linz [BV94], Liouville [BGKZ91, GM97, Pry99], liquid [Cok93a], LISP [BG88, Gro91, Ume91, BW96, FB95, FT93, KA95, Rap94, Rei96a, SSG93], listing [WRL90], Literate [AO90a, AO90b, AO90c, AAK01], literate-programming [AAK01], lithofacies [KDG99], lithosphere [HM93], lithospheric [Av94], Little [Ola96], Livermore [CF90], Lives [GWE*05], LLDRLF [BLL*96], Load [KH93, HM93, Kin92], Load/store [KH93], loading [Mir90], Local [CGL*95b, DS01, EGKUO2, SVD96, CGL*93, SDV98], locality [ADH95, LW97, Zim97], locality-aware [Zim97], Localization [YKK96, HCO8, KY98a, KY98b].
SM92, SNK06, TBC94a, Tse93, WSL94].
Macintosh [Blu91]. Macro [YKK96].
Macro-Dataflow [YKK96]. MacroC [CG96]. MACROFORT
[Gom90a, Gom90b, CG96].
nanos [BRH90, van90a]. MACS80.VERS.4.1
[WRL90]. MACSYMA
[Cah90, Kea92, GBC92].
MACRO [CG96]. MACROS
[BRH90, van90a]. magma
[AFBN93, FR94]. magmas
[Nie92]. magnetic
[PT93]. magnetohydrodynamic
[KT00]. magnetosphere [Ogi02].
magnitudes [NPB92]. Magsat
[Av94]. Mainframes [Sha95]. maintenance
[Num90c]. Make [MP93, JT94]. Makefile
[Wes96]. Maker [Wes96]. Making
[VBA95, KT94]. Management
[BL90, JL93, Rotxx, AW94, Che91, YH93].
Managing [VBA95, KT94]. Manipulation
[PEP92, Goo90a, Goo90b, Wea94, AP90].
Mainframes [Sha95]. Manual
[Lan90d, Scix93, Sclxxb, Sun95, U.S01a, U.S01b, U.S01c, Ano91c, Ano91b, BS91b,
Con91, Con92, Cra91b, Cra92, Cra93, Dig92,
Dig93c, Intxx, IMS90a, IMS90b, Lib90b,
IMS91f, IMS91d, IMS91e, IMS91g, IMS91h,
Jor90a, Jor90b, Lan90e, Lui90, LMK94,
MSZ90, Num90b, Num91c, Num93b, Numxx,
Nagxx, Ngu91, Rop90, Sli92a, Sve90, Sch90,
Sun94, Uni93]. Manufacturing [JL93].
Many [Maaxx]. MAPLE
[Gom90a, Gom90b, CG96, GS98, LP05, LS04].
Mapping [EB98, LE98, HC08, MKF95,
SNK06, SV95, WTW90]. Mappings
[CMZ93b]. maps [SS99]. March
[Ano94d, Bjo08, IEE94g, IEE97]. marine
[Ano90a, LHW01]. Mark
[Ano90a, Num90c, Num91b, Num93a,
Num90b, Num91c, Num93b]. markers
[CB95]. Markov [BB95]. Martin
[ACM99, Ano98b]. Mary [Eme94, Rag95].
MAS [SSLG91]. Maskenorientierte
[Por90]. mass [CA90]. Massachusetts
MECCA [AC17]. mechanical [AM90, ZE92]. mechanics [FTD91, GL10, San92]. mechanism [Gep90]. media [CB95, FCHE02, Ano93b]. MEDINA [AC17]. Meeting [Ano93n, Ano95a]. meets [Tam95]. mega\ops [MMG00]. Meiko [RBS93a, RBS93b]. Memoriam [Aik07]. Memory [BR96, BP92, BGLP94, BK93, BCF+93c, BCF+94d, BMNN94, BMN+97, CL97, CMZ91, DC96, Ger94a, GS97, HHT92, Ham93, HKT92b, HLJ01, KNS96, KNS95b, KMR96, KK98, Mer92b, O9B93, PMBH93, PWD03, RS97, Sch93b, Tal91, dSZP92, BZ99, BB02, Bod94, BCF+93b, BCF+94b, Cho92, CK91, DPZ97, Ger98a, Ger98b, GHSJ94, Hal91, HBB+95, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HMS+95, JC93, KN95, KMR+97, KNS95b, KNS95a, KE93, OH90, PZA93, Phi91a, RBS92, RS99a, RMX05, RA90, SS98, SM92, SNK06, TBC94a, Tse93, Wag94, WYJ99, WW95, W9H4, ZA93, vPMF92]. Meredith [Ano03]. Merge [YWS+94]. mesh [GBR15, IJCL96]. meshes [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Mesoscale [Mic97]. Message [Ano94j, BGLP94, FKKC96, KHS17, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92, DOSW96, GS95, Krou14]. Message-Passing [Ano94j, vDSP96, Ano94k, BDOS95a, BDOS95b, CHHW94, CA92, messages [BL94]. Metcalf [Gla92a, Rub93]. Meteorology [HK93b, HK93a, HK95]. Method [BM99, Cap98, DLM99b, DLM99a, GL90, HD93, KG99, R93, WS94, YY9M93, BBB00, Bin96, CM94, CC98, CA90, Dan90, DN90, DSS02, Gro00, HE13, HK9+97, HP95b, KL92, LD90, Lue92, LP90, MN01, OM92, PW93, RBD+10, TR91, RBD+11]. Methodology [Nan93c, CDF+93, KGH+92, Tre91]. Methods [Bor91b, Bou97, CMK00, CC95a, dCH94, EL97, En95, EP87, Ett92, Fen96, Glo91b, GGHvdG01, JSW93, KSW93, MMV95, NL95a, Pao99, RS92a, Ueh97, Yam95, AH92, Bor91a, CRS90, DLW+18, Don95, Ede90, EH07b, GT92a, GT94, HK9+97, KM99, KBKT94, KHC92, Mac96b, NL95b, Pao01, PR99, PSC+95, RS92b, Shi93a, SS99, Tay99, GT92b, NSW90]. Metrics [HIM91]. Mexico [IEE91, Sie94a, Sie94b, USE94, ACM93b]. MH [RH94]. MHD [Kle93, Og02]. Miami [BDOS95a, BDOS95b]. Mica [Neu01]. Michael [Rub93, Tay86]. MICOM [BDOS95a, BDOS95b]. Micro [EO91]. Microcomputer [Dot93, FTD91, RKM92]. Microcomputers [Mar90]. microscopic [Var97]. Microsoft [All90, Ano91e, Ano92d, Ano93j, BL90, FM95, KLA95, Mar90, Pas95, SWM95, WRL90, W9I1b, WS94]. Middleman [Mil91]. Migrating [An95e, Ker93a, Ker93c, Ker93b, MM94, Ry95]. migration [HZ99, IBM91a]. Milan [HS95]. millennium [Met99c, Met99d]. MIMD [BCF+93b, BCF+93c, BCF+94b, BCF+94d, Cho92, DPP94, GWW96, Hal91, HHT92, HKT91b, HKT91a, HKT91d, HKT92c, HKT92b, LG93, MSC96, Tse93]. MIMDizer [SWW90]. Mine [Wri91, W9i0a]. minerals [Mai90, MSB92, SSLG91]. mini [Nagxx]. Minimal [DET12, DGS08]. minimax [ZT90]. Minimization [Buc94a, Buc94b, SF92, Hop98, LN91]. Minimizing [EDA96]. minimum [ADD04]. MININEC [Car90]. mining [WW94]. Minis [Bra90]. MINIX [HBG+96]. Minneapolis [Ano94o, IEE92d]. MINRES [CS14]. MINRES-QLP [CS14]. MISCFUN [Mac96a]. mise [LMG95, MM02]. mise-a-la-masse [MM02]. Mississippi [IEE94e, IE95b]. Mixed [Eim95, Nor91, OM90, OPP00, HS10, Kir02, WMM90, Wic89]. Mixed-language [Nor91].
mixed-precision [HS10]. mixed-radix
[Kir02]. Mixing [Ein95]. mixtures [SSS92].
MK [Mar92]. MLD2P4 [DDF10]. MM5
[Mic97]. MM90 [Mic97]. MN [Ano94o].
MNDO [HSK+97]. MNO/M [HKŠ+97].
Mobile [CGS93]. mobility [LZL11]. mode
[Ber91b]. Model
[BDOS95a, BDOS95b, DGL91b, DDM90,
DM90, GKS+94, Guo91, HCLJ93,
MK94, NOL97, PPM93, PWD93,
SWBO93, AFBN93, BMV03, CK90,
CZM93b, CM99a, CHM91, Coo94, DV92a,
DV02b, FR94, FYR99, GS95, HBD+93,
HM93, KLV98, KB94, KS12, DFS+94,
PMM94, Pd93, PD96, SMG91, Sch93a,
STY15, STY18, SS90, SH97, Var97,
VLL92, Yan95, YRF02, ZZ94, DET12,
DCHH88b, LJO05, Mic97, SH97].
Model-based [MK94]. Modeling
[Car90, CC95a, Chi91, FGRT00, FMW94,
SS00, CMP02, KHRS95, Par94, RAX10,
She91, Xu93]. Models
[Bel11, BGW93, CMK00, Fos93, Gar94a,
Garb91b, Gre93, LJO05, MHD12, RHH96,
Wri91, AC16, BLL+96, CDF+93, Duv92,
GF95a, Kay90, SS90, Wri90a, YO95].
Modern [Bro92b, Bro92a, Cel96, HH18,
HMR+15, MRC11, Mol12, PCS98, RMX12,
AJF14, HH14, NDSG07, DL12]. Modes
[GGW96]. Modification [Fu95, SW91].
Modified
[BM99, TZW+10, GST04a, Par86, GST04a].
Modular [Bro90a, FC95, GBC92, HBG+96,
Hor92, UNF+08, FC92]. Module
[Co97, Kaa95a, Kaa96a, Kaa96b, Kod11,
Mit97, Sch99, Tre97, BCS01, GST12, How91,
Jon99, Rei05c, SH91, Sch03, Wal93b].
Modules [Kra94, DMR96, van90a].
Modulo [EDA96, Huf93]. Molecular
[BL91, DCR99a, DCR99b, KLA95, NSWP90,
GSM97, BCS01, EFG+95, FTD91,
KSYE00, Nar95, SW092]. Molecule
[XH90]. molecules [NG93, PZY16].
momenta [AC16]. Monitoring [Yan94a].
Monitors [BL94]. monohull [Mil92].
monolithic [MIN+95]. Monomial
[MKB92]. monotonic [Dem03, Dem07].
Monte [BD93, CHM91, Heu90, MMV95].
Montreal [CGS94, Lev95a]. Morton
[LO07]. Morton-hybrid [LO07].
Morton-order [LO07]. Moscow [KVK92].
mosquito [RKM92]. mostly [JH86].
 motifs [Ste91]. motion [Lie94a, Lie94b].
motions [CZ10]. Moving [Fug04]. MP
[Bre78, Bre79, Car92, Nag90, PAK+90,
VSH91, Vaj92]. MPI
[Ano94j, Ano94k, BW12, BF01, CFMR95,
Coo95, DZ98, GBR15, HZ99, LZ97, LCC+03,
OP98b, RFRH96, SM02b, SM03, TAH+01,
TOC18, WO96, YBMCB14]. MPI-Based
[SM03, OP98b]. MPI-CHECK [LCC+03].
MPI-interoperable [YBMCB14]. MPP
[AGS92, DOSW96, PPM93]. MS
[HT91, WRL90]. MS-DOS [HT91, WRL90].
MSSM [DGS08, DKM07, DMD05].
MTIEU1 [Shi93b]. MTIEU2 [Shi93b].
 Müllges [Ano97a, Hop97]. mullihak
[MMnk92]. Multi
[KHR95, Mit02, BSCV95, PFS+04].
 multi-dimensional [BSCV95]. multi-layer
[PFS+04]. Multi-level [Mit02].
Multi-phase [KHR95]. multibody
[Lie94a, Lie94b, Sre92]. Multibox
[Dya94, Dya95]. multicell [Mur90].
Multicomponent [PTS92].
Multicomputer
[HRW+98, KW94, SSOG93].
Multicomputers [KMR96, RSB97, GB92,
WW95, WY94, Yan94a]. Multiconference
[Ten93]. multicore [HL08]. multicriterion
[Osy92]. Multidimensional
[SW94, RBS92]. Multidisciplinary
[MMT09, CMVZ94]. Multiflow
[LFK+93, SS93]. Multigrid
[NRK98, KLM90]. Multiinput [MR95a].
Multilayer [AG95b]. multilayered [FR94].
Multilevel [DDF10, SAI06]. Multilocus
[CHL94]. multiloop [Mas92b].
MULTINOR [Tho90]. multiphoton [TY92]. Multiphysics [LJO05, RAX10].

Multiple [Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, CC93, MBFC99, Mor15, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11, SB01, vV90, Las97, RBD+10, RBD+11, Smi01].
multiple-phase [RBD+10, RBD+11].

Multiple-Precision [Bre78, Bre79, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11].

Multiplication [DS94, Hig90b, Han92, Pet91].
multiplications [DN09].

Multiprecision [Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Bai94, Bai95].

Multiprocessing [NV94]. Multiprocessor [BP92, PWD93, SR04, EO91, KHC92, KLN90, Phi91a, Wag94].

Multiprocessing [MV94]. Munich [GH94a, GH94b, GH94c].

muon [RM90]. muon-catalyzed [RM90].

Mutation [KO91]. Mutation-based [KO91].

mutual [Szy07]. MVS [Int90h, Int90n, Int91b, Int91f, LHHJ91].

N [BSS92, FK95, NRS92, vK94, DCR99a, AD94, MB95]. N-body [AD94, MB95].

N.A.Software [Bee01c]. N.S [Mol12].

N1122 [W+95]. NAG [KLM91, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, BKR+91, For95, Ma91, Num90a, Num90b, Num90c, Num91a, Num91b, Num91c, Num93a, Num93b, Numxx].

NAGWare [NR06, Ola92]. NAL [MFI+94].

NAMELIST [Nai17]. NAS [AHOK02, NNON02, SAI95, WYJ99].

NASA [GK06, WB97]. NASA/ [GK06].

National [Ame90b, Ame92]. Natural [NRS92, Cok93b, Nie92]. Nature [Gal91].

Navier [Fat94, RRX+08]. NBI [FTD91].

NC [Agr95]. NCAR [Mic97]. NDA [LV01].

NDE [Ano97b]. near [CCW04]. Nearly [Dec93]. Need [VCV97b, VCV97a].

Nekbone [GML+16]. nested [PPW94].

Nestor [SDF99]. nests [GF95b].

Netherlands [Ano93a, Ano93q, DSZ94].

nets [Lai92a, Lai92b]. Network [AAN+93, Coo94b, Kub95, TT92, BDI+94, BID95, DLW+18, MIN+95, MC96].

Networking [ACM97, ACM98, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, HS95]. Networks [HHK94, VBB18, Fre92].

Neutral [GOB+94]. News [Ano93a, Ano93i, Ano97d, Ano97c, Bra97d, Bra97c, Coo03, Mar98, Ola93].

Newton [OM92, SF92]. next [RN07, DET12].

Next-to-Minimal [DET12]. NeXTSTEP [Sli93]. Nickel [KLA95]. Nicosia [PRS99].

Nineties [Rys95]. Ninety [ABMS94, Gla92b].

nitrogen [NG93].

NLEdit [Cur94]. NMR [SSLG91].

NMSDECAY [DET12]. NMSPEC [EH07a]. NMSSM [EH07a]. No [Dya95, GG95]. nodes [CK91, SG95]. non [Cra95, KB94, MC96]. non-azeotropic [Cra95].

non-gridded [MC96]. non-uniform [KB94]. noncompact [Cah90]. nonconcentric [NVC96].

nondifferentiable [LV01]. nonempirical [HK97]. Noninteger [Shi93b].

Nonlinear [BB91, Buc94a, Buc94b, BGW93, CGT92b, Kea95, TT92, WW90, Yam95, CM94, CGT92a, GT03, GOT03b, GO17, HBG+05, Hop98, IDV97, Joy92, Nat92, Ren03].

NONMEM [VKB93]. Nonnegative [Dem95, Kod08].

Nonnormal [Rhe93, Wai92]. nonperturbative [NJ94b].

nonstinglet [KKK95]. Nonstiff [Cas89a, Hig91]. Nonsymmetric [BSS92, BS92b, BS97]. nonuniform [Gou93]. Norm [Hig90a, HH18].

Normal [Dre92, Dre93, Lev92, Som98, KK90, KDG99, MZM94, YK90]. normalisé [DV91].
Normality [HP95a, Tho90]. normalization [LP92, LP93]. normative [MS92].
NORMUL [HP95a]. Notation [CF95, McC96, Num91].
Note [GS01b, Hev01, KRY90, KK90, WMCU97].
Notes [Ano93l, Roccx, FH92, WC92, WW93, Digg90a, SMG91].
November [ACM96b, ACM97, ACM98, ACM99, ACM03, BGG+94, Fox91a, HK93a, HK95, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE92d, IEE93d, IEE94b, IEE94f, IE902].
Not [Mic93b, TAH+01, Vai93]. Nuclear [BPG94, KSW93].
nuclei [SH97, Taq16].
null [Gil94, Rib02].
NUMA [AW94, LP92, LP93]. Number [Aki99, HD93, Lev92, Ric06, Wal91b, BS13, Coh90, CBTL97, DW03, FSV90, Hen94, Hen95, Jam90, Jam94, Jam96, MZT90, MS00a, MS00b, Ume91, Wol92, Wir90b].
numbers [BS13, Str05, YB13].
Numerical [Aki99, HD93, Lev92, Ric06, Wal91b, BS13, Coh90, CBTL97, DW03, FSV90, Hen94, Hen95, Jam90, Jam94, Jam96, MZT90, MS00a, MS00b, Ume91, Wol92, Wir90b].
Numerically [Bel90a, Bel90b, GR92].
Numerics [Ano97b, Cse99, AAS93].
Numerik [EMR93].
Numerik-Algorithmen [EMR93]. NumPy [AJJF14].
NUMVEC [Sw90, Sch90]. nuuy [Ma91].
NWT [MFI+94]. NY [PG+95, SS96]. Nyhoff [Rub93].
ykh [AZ90].
O [BSS92, Lar93, BLW02, Coe94a, LG93, LHHJ91, SW94]. Oberammergau [BPG94].
Object [AC97a, AC97b, Aki99, DG08, FB12, GRE99, KLM00, MD97, MMT09, Moo95, NCMF15, RL91, Rotxx, Sch93c, Shi93a, Smi92, Smi93a, WBS97, Wiy93, Abs91, Bod94, CSC+97, CH98, LFG00, OT93, QHR00, Sal06, She91, Wan90].
Object-Oriented [AC97a, AC97b, FB12, MD97, MMT09, NCMF15, WBS97, Wiy93, DG08, KLM00, Moo95, Shi93a, Smi92, Abs91, CSC+97, CH98, QHR00, Sal06, She91, Wan90].
objective [LN91]. Objects [RNX12, AFAS99], oblique [DH95, YB92].
Observations [Me96, PWD93], obtain [Gep90]. Obtaining [LH92].
obyknovenykh [AZ90]. occam [AHZ90, Mar92, SAC+92]. occupational [ZMR+91]. Ocean [BDOS95a, BDOS95b, PWD93, NJ94b]. Oceans [IEE94c, IEE94e]. October [Ano93n, Ano94a, Ano94i, Ano94o, AH92, BPG94, BT01, BGG+94, Fer92, FK95, GGG+93, IEE94e, IEE95b, IF91, PRS99, Sch93a, Sch93b, USE94, Vol93].
ODBC [Ano96b]. ODE [Ano97b, Cra97c, BG94, Enr95, Rei93].
ODRPACK95 [ZBW07], oeuvre [LMG95].
off [JCL10]. offering [Int90c]. Offshore [CMUK94]. Ohio [Hua96]. Oil [Ano90a, KR94, KR95, BD93]. oil-field [BD93]. old [CC93]. Oldenburg [AH92].
Older [Pra90, Sal92]. O’Leary [Tay86].
on-the-fly [HKMC90]. ONC [RS93]. one [CR90, DDH17, KS12, MCA17, SRM90, Car91a]. one-dimensional [CR90, KS12, SRM90]. one-loop [DDH17].
one-valence [MCA17]. only [CD03, Gao05].
Ontario [BGG+94, GGK+93, HDR03].
onto [BN93, PWD93, WMCU97]. OoLALA [LFG00].
Open [UNF+08, Wri90a, Wri91, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c]. Open-Source [UNF+08]. OpenACC [GML+16].
OpenAD [UNF+08]. OpenAD/F [UNF+08]. OpenMP [Ano97c, BF01, Bra97c, BMV03, CM98, KaM10, TBG+02, Wal02a, YSVM+16, YSMA+17].
Open-Source [UNF+08]. Operations [AS97, BGMZ92, HLJ98, KMR96, Bre92, KVK92, Off94, XWK95]. operator [STY15, STY18].
Oppenheimer [BG93]. Oppermann [Kro90]. OPS5 [Gro91]. optical [SS90].
Optimal [CA96, FJ92, Kra94, NH09, SV95, dSZP92, AM90, NSWP90, RBD+10, RBD+11].
optimisation [KHC92]. Optimization [AMC98, AMKS02, ABB+94, Bou97, CHT92b, FJS97, Fah94, GFS99, Int92, IBM93, KLV93, Maaxx, MMT09, McC96, MGH81, NS92, NI02, OSI92, PAK+90, SMOS, SWH15, Sou91a, Sou91b, TGT92, WW95, ZBLN97, ADH95, CLLO4, CHT92a, Con90, CKT85, GT92a, GT94, GOT03b, HWS09, KM99, LV01, LMV09, MCAB+02, MNN1, RTF90, SMGS91, SAV95, TRV96, ZT90, GT92b, BMR01].
Optimisations [HKT92b, HKT94, iSYS12, HKT91b, HKT91d]. Optimize [HL95, HLJ01, GKH+92]. Optimized [AAC+04, Sab92, SGMS97, BHS92].
Optimizing [Ano02, Ben99a, Ben00, BMN+97, CL97, CTT11, Das06, EGKU02, GS01a, JHS86, JC939, KMR96, Rot93, Sab94, Sch91b, BGSS82, CSS90a, CSS90b, CSS91, GMM92, LM94, Tse93, WFW+94].
Optimum [EDA96]. optional [Das06]. Orange [ACM98].
Orbital [KLA95]. Orchestrating [GLS93].
Order [Cas89a, CC92a, CC95a, Fuj95, GM97, Hig91, Kod08, Kod11, KH13, Mac98, OMT95, Shi93b, SWM95, TIUC90, GST04a, IDV97, KHC92, LW07, Ove91, Sar97, vH06, vH07, vH10]. Order-Restricted [KH13]. ordering [ADD04]. Orders [HMW91, GST04b, HMW93]. Ordinary [BG97, Cas98a, CC92a, Hig91, LS04, AZ90, GP92]. Oregon [ACM94b, ACM99, BGNP94, IEE93d].
Organizations [Ano94n]. organizations [Ca93]. orientation [Mai90]. Oriented [AC97a, AC97b, Cam13, FB12, MD97, MMT09, NCMF15, Sch93c, WBS97, WII93, Abs91, AKI99, CSC+97, CH98, DG08, KLM00, LFG00, Moo95, QRH00, RL91, Sal06, She91, Shi93a, Smi92, Smi93a, Wan90].
Origin2000 [Bri00]. Original [McC17b].
Orlando [ACM91, ACM98]. Orthogonal [DPS02, Gou93, ZBW07]. Osaka [CKMU94].
OSCAR [HMKN91]. oscillating [EO94]. oscillator [MBGK11]. OSF [Sch93a].
OSIPE [CJPA94]. Other [BOPC05, GPHL90, PMM+08, CB95].
Ottawa [BT01, HDR03]. our [BN93]. out-cropping [CNP91]. Out-of-Core [TBC94b, RS90b, TBC94a]. Outer [SF93].
Outlier [MeB06]. Outline [MC94, MC95b, MC95a]. Output [And90, And92b, Lev95b, Lev97, Ngu91].
overlap [BBDR94, BBDR95, Jou92a, Jou92b]. overlapped [EJLC97]. overlapping [BDH+05, CN94]. Overview [HKK+91a, Hir91, HKK+91b, HKK+92, Koe92, KK94, DHP02, GR92, Hey94, LJCL96, Rei04, ZCP95, Zos93]. own [Cre03].
Ownership [JB01a, JB01b]. Oxford [Boi97, Gla92a]. Oxide [KLA95]. ozone [NG93].
P [Adl93, Gar93, Loz98, Yan94b, DOP+92].
O’K93, OPE+95, PQ94]. P.C. [WNO94].

**PO3T** [Fah94]. p4 [BL94]. PA
[Sen93, ACM96b, Ano95a]. Pacific
[Pre93b, Van94b]. Pacific-Sierra [Pre93b].

**PACK** [BR96]. PACK/UNPACK [BR96].

**Package** [BGKZ91, Bou97, Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, Cod93a, Cod93b, CGT92b, Cos97a, DDP10, DLM99b, DGL91b, GGLM88, GL90, GWO+92, GFL93, GFL95, GL92, GP97, Kod08, LOW95b, Maaxx, MS90, Pry99, SF92, Sm91, WD98, A190, AR06, Bai05a, Bai05b, BAI05c, BB07, BGV94, BDI9+05, CGT92a, dCH94, Dem03, Dem06, Dem07, GMF18, GT03, GT07, GJU96, Hen94, Hop02, KSVE00, LW95a, LD90, Mac96a, NS11, OSy92, Ren96a, Re96b, SZ90, Tal94, Tre90, Tre91, Var97, WW14, Yan95, ZMR+91, vH06, vH07, vH10, FGJB19].

**Packages** [Ano97d, Bra97d, EP87, GOT03b]. Packed
[GWDL08, GWDL10]. PACKER [PBU95].

**PACT** [CGS94]. Padé [CJL97, MKC92].

**PADRE2** [Kuh91a, Kuh91b, Kuh91c].

Padua [CMV09]. pages [Ano96a, Ano97a, ANo98b, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano03]. Palo
[ACM01]. Pandore [AS92, AFMP95].

**Panel** [HP95b, BBF+92, HCD+98]. Pao
[Tay99]. Paperback [Eme94]. Papers
[Cse99, HR92, Knu03, Lap96, ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ano93q, Bar92, IEE93a, AFKLO4]. PARA [DW94]. Parabolic
[BD91, GST06a, GST06b, WK21, GST06].

Paradigm [Sug95, Wan90]. Paradigms
[PGH+90]. Paragon
[GA96a, GA96b, SZG95]. Parallel
[PPP93, ACM93a, ACG+94, AMC98, Age95, AHZ90, AH94, Ano93m, Ano94a, Ano95c, AHOK02, ABB+94, BK95, BR96, BB+95, Ben95, BBG+93, BMNN94, Brra00, BLW02, BV94, CCL01, CCM94b, CGS93, CGL+95b, CH94, CA92, CGS94, CL93, CL94, dCH94, Cyb91, CHKM94, DDP10, DDP94, DL97b, Dec93, DG94, DFRR91, FBZ92, Fat94, For95, FC95, Fox94, FMW+94, Fui95, Guo01, GS97, GPHL90, HHL90, HKT92a, HKTW94, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, HIM91, HMK91, HMC90, HK94, HCL03, IEE92c, IEE93c, IEE94a, IEE94e, IEE95b, IEE96, Ken94b, KNS95b, Kon00, KKKMP95b, KP91, KIM94, LG93, LJO05, Lev94, Lev98, LZ97, LH92, LMR+97, Mel93b, Mit02, Mra94, NS92, Nick93, Num05, Oed93, PHD+95, PTM96, PTM96, RA90, SWBO93, Sab95, Sar91, SZM98, SWW90, SSO0, SM03, Sie94a, Sie94b, SWH15]. Parallel
[Ste95b, Sze90, TR96, Vol93, XH90, YGS+94, YYM93, dSL98, vDSP96, AES+96, ALS91, AH90, Al93, ASM+94, AFMP95, ABC+96, HA91, ADB94, BB+94, BKT91, Ban93, BGNPF94, BS13, BB02, BDO95a, BDO95b, Bod94, BRH90, BBDR94, BBDR95, BID95, Bx1CW01, BL94, Cel96, CCL04, CMZ94b, Cha93, CGL+93, CC92b, CC94, CCW04, CN94, CEF+95, CW92, CW94, CDGM96, Coo95, CFPS94, CDH+94, CK91, DR94a, DSZ94, DH84, DT94, Duv92, FC92, Fos95, Ger98a, Ger98b, GLS93, GS95, HMP+94, HK+93, HAM95b, HGG93, HWS09, HZ94, HZ99, HKT91c, Hu96, IBM91d, IEE95a, IEE97, JC93, Jor90a, Jor90b, KKS+95, KMR+97, Kas93, KY98a, KY98b, KMT91, KT94, Ken94a, KNS95a, KY94, KB94, KKKMP95a, KP93, LP95, LMJC96, Loo98, LSW92, Luc92, MCA17, Mc91, Mel93a, Mic97]. parallel
[MMRS92, MKS94, MC96, MR96b, Nic91, NN0N02, NR98, O’K93, OPE+95, Off94, OH90, PG03, PW84, PQ94, Per94, PD96, PBG+95, QRH00, RBS92, RBS93a, RBS93b, RLS91, Sal06, SSW91, ST95, Stat94, SMW06, SV95, Sul91, SZ91, TBC94a, TMD13, UZC95, UZC96, UHP91, Ut90, WTW90, Wal92, WYS+94, YO95, ZCP95, ABB+91, BLLW95, BBG+93, DW94, HK93a]. Parallelisation
[HBD+93, Je93, EJLC97, L1C196, LMJC96, Lov92]. parallelise
[PF89+04]. Parallelism [BEH+94, CKF+94, CT90, Fos94, FKKC96, GOS94, HK91, LE98,
LR94, OP98a, RSB97, ADH95, BK89, Bar94, Bod94, CMVZ94, Fu90, GP92, Mar93, MBFC99, OPP00, PPW94, PQ94, SSOG93. Parallelisme [Cha94a]. Parallelization [BC01, BB96, BCC96a, BCC96b, Che92, DCR99b, EB98, FBZ92, Fahl94, Ger94a, Harxx, Ik96, Kik93, KO90, LP98a, RA90, SAS90, SF93, TLS90, TLS91, WY99, BCS01, BW12, BCC97a, BCC97b, DDeMR96, Kin92, LP99, RP95, STVS91, vPMPF92]. Parallelize [RRM15]. Parallelizer [Bou96, KLS94b]. Parallelizing [AAN93, Adv98, DPR94, GB95, KLN90, RHH96, RG94a, FD92, Fah94, Ger94a, Harxx, Ik96, Kik93, KO90, LP98a, RA90, SAS90, SF93, TLS90, TLS91, WY99, BCS01, BW12, BCC97a, BCC97b, DDeMR96, Kin92, LP99, RP95, STVS91, vPMPF92]. Parameter [Gar91a, Gar91b, Que00, EK01, EC13]. Parameters [BGW93, Con92, Das06, Nar95, PG10, Snm93b, YO95]. Parametric [EFP07]. ParaScope [HHK93, KMT91]. Parent [RMX12]. Pariser [KS12, SS10]. Parisi [KKK95, KL92]. PARLE [HMPT94]. parler [Ain90, Ain91, Ain93]. Parlett [Koi09]. PARMACS [CHHW94, HZ99]. Parr [KS12, SS10]. Parsers [Dya94, Dya95]. Parsing [Bee90]. PARST [Nar95]. PARST95 [Nar95]. Part [Ame97b, Ame97a, Ano91a, Ano93g, Ano94e, Ano94f, App91, Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee97, SG93a, SG93b, SG93d, SG93e, FVR99, Goo90e, HFMS95, IEC90, IEC94, IEC97, IEC99, Ins92, IEE92a, IEE93b, ISO90, Int97a, Int97b, ISO94a, ISO94b, Int10, YRF02, BCC97b, BCC96b, BCC97a, Ein95, Goo90e, ISO94, Int97b, Int97b]. Partial [PEP92, BGZ94, BF93a, BF93b, BC94, DJ92, MD97, Nak95a, SWM95, YKK96, HJS91, KY98a, KY98b, LS04]. partial-static [KY98a, KY98b]. partially [CDGM96, OH90]. Particle [ADHF96, CLIN°2, DET12, DKM97, MBGK11, Taq16]. Particle-in-Cell [ADHF96, CLIN°2]. particles [AIS+97, Coh90, MD94]. Partitioning [O'B93]. partir [AL92]. partition [Nie92, PW93]. partitioned [WSW90]. Partitioning [FSC93b, GB92, LPA95]. PASCAL [Dot93, Cho91, Lem93a, Lem93b, Lem93d, Lem93c, MHT96, RS92a, RS92b, RR92, Wic99, WR93]. pass [KY94]. Passing [AFAS99, Ano94j]. BGLP94, FKKC96, vDSP96, Ano94k, BD90a, BD90b, CHHW94, CA92, DOSW96, G95]. Pattern [RD92, Wea94]. pattern-matching [Wea94]. Patterns [HMR15, MDD94, Agt94, Bec91, DG98, DRST93, RAX10, TRS91]. PC [De90, Ame90a, Bgf93, CLH+92, Chi91, EN96, FH92, Ham93, Ham95a, KP92, Ku95, Lau91, RM90, Sol92, SRM90, WC92, B94]. PC-APD [KP92]. PC-based [Sal92]. PC-Fortran [RM90]. PCOMP [DS95, LS90a, LS90b, LS90c]. PCs [Bra90, FL91, NV94]. PCTE [H94]. PDE [B91, WKM04]. PDS [HK98]. Pedagogic [And92b]. Peek [Smi00]. Peerless [Kri86]. pelitic [MSB92]. PELPACK [HRW98]. Penn [Mic97]. Pennsylvania [ACM96a]. penultimate [Met99c, Met99d]. Percentiles [AS93]. Perfect [C91]. VSH91. Performance [ACM97, ACM98, Adv98, AMC01, ADHF96, ACIK97, AH91, AH94, AROL94a, Ano93b, Ano93c, Ano93e, Ano93g, Ano93h, Ano93f, Ano93k, Ano94e, Ano94f, Ano94h, Ano94i, Ano94m, AGG97, BGS94a, Bee96a, Bel90a, Bel90b, BBZ94, BZ94, Ben99b, BB02, BEH+94, Bou95, BCF+93c, BCF+94a, BMN+95, BMN+97, Bra94d, BCC96a, BCC96b, BCC97a, BCF97b, BGMZ92, B90, CLIN+02, CMT01, CC95a, CZH93b, CMZ95, CCW04, CKZ93, Cod90b, Con97, CL93, CL94, DDeMR96, DL97a, DL97b, DS97, DZ98, DCR99a, Din99, Don90, Don91, DV92, Dow93, EGKU02, FBZ92, FRG90,
Polynomial [BD91, GP97, MP93, Aki96, Bin96, DV00, GP94, KP93, SMSW06, WSW00, XWK95].
Polytomous [Gre93].
POPL [ACM91, ACM94b, ACM95b].
Pople [KS12, SS10].
Population [CHL94, WS94, FHE95].
porosity [Tur93].
Porous [PTS92].
Portability [BEH97, DB93a, KaM10, She92].
Portable [Amo90, ADG96, BK95, Bru96a, CHHW94, CH94, Cod93a, Cod93b, CDH+94, Dec93, DW03, FHS78, Fox79, HD93, IEE90b, KDKSH92, KDDH94, KKMP95a, KP91, dLJEB95, Mit97, RHH96, Sta94, WW92, Wei95, YBMCB14, All93, AFMP95, BRH90, Bru96b, CEF+95, HZ94, Jor90a, Jor90b, KN95, KMR+97, KKMP95a, Mar92, Rap94, RL91, Wal93b, Wof92].
Portage [Pic94].
portfolio [AS92].
Porting [Bau93, BP92, Bra90, KM97, MWO95, NOL97, PWD93, SN94, Wri99, AH90, Sai95].
Portland [ACM94b, ACM99, BGNP94, IEE93d, Sch94].
positive [GST04a, GST04b].
POSIX [Ins91b, IEE92a, Ins91a, HBG01, HBG02, Ins92, IEE93b].
possible [HMW91, HMW93].
post [Sch93b].
PostScript [Ngu91].
potential [BG93, FR94].
potentials [HKS+97, HMT90, PS08].
Potts [CHM91].
Powder [MDD94].
Power [BEH97, IEE92b, RRhe93, Sai95, Ash81, HT91, How91, Lib90a, Lib90b, MIN+95, SH91].
powered [Cre90a].
powerful [Pri93].
PowerMac [Hum00].
Powerstation [Ano93d, Mic93b, Mic93a].
PPPOP [ACM93a, Ano95c].
PPPE [CDH+94].
PPRPA [Ta916].
PPTran [KMBK96].
Practical [Kom94, KK95b, Din99, Ede90, KOM93].
Practice [PPP93, ACM93a, Ano95c, KVKK92].
Practitioners [Tho97, Ano98a].
PRASCH [Gre93].
pratique [Lig91b, Lig93].
Pre [AC17, BR98, Ola95].
Pre-evaluation [BR98].
Pre-processor [AC17, Ola95].
Precise [MP93, SRH96].
Precision [Bre78, Bre79, BHY80, LH92, Ri90c, Sch99, Smi91, Smi98, Smi11, Hs10, KO94, Mer92a, Sch03, Smi01, Wic89].
Precompiler [Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c].
Precompilers [Sou91a, Sou91b].
Preconditioners [DDF10, SAI06].
preevaluation [CH98, MN01].
predict [CK90].
Predictable [Ano93b, VCV97b, VCV97a].
Prediction [BL93a, CL94, FBZ92, MA18, PH96, SWBO93, BL93b, BMV03, CFL+95a, CFL+93, Mi92, RTY90].
predictor [vV90].
Predictors [van90b].
predicts [Kut92].
preface [Mal91].
preferr [Mai90].
Predatory [BFHH94, HKT93a, HKT93b].
PREMERA [VBB18].
Prentice [McC95].
prep [EKB92].
preparatory [EKB92].
PREPARE [BBZ94, BSCV95, Vee94].
Preprocessors [RP12].
Preprints [HOP93].
Preprocessor [Hor91a, Hor91b, RY99, GM992].
Preprocessors [LH1+91].
PREFQN [MN01].
presentations [Sch93b].
presented [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b, Cse99].
preservation [IEE94c].
Preserving [Cos97a, Cos97b, Ren04].
Press [Adi93, Ano98b, Ano93, Eme94, Gar93, Kon94, Loz98, Sch91b, Tay99, Tha93, Wa93, Yan94b].
presence [Cok91, PBU95, Ude91].
Predio [Ta914].
pRTS [HGG93].
Pretty [Ola95, Jon90].
Pretty-printer [Ola95].
pretty-printing [Jon90].
prettyprinting [Ash81].
previous [GIl01].
Price [Eme94, Gon01].
prilozheniem [Mal91].
primitive [CCJ93].
primitive-based [CCJ93].
Principles [ACM91, ACM93c, PP93, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ano93b, Ano95c, Ano99a, Ano99b, AAK01, Gon01, LZL11].
printer [Ola95].
printing [Jon90].
prior [Kir02].
privatization [RP95].
Prize...
[DKMS91, STVS91]. Pro [Ano97b].
Probabilistic [DSZP92]. Problem
[Ano92c, Bro97, Edg92, Ein91, HRW+98, KF90, KF92d, MR93b, MR95a, Ric95, Sab95, WR93, Cho91, CWB92, GDS94, LP05, LR91, TJ90]. Problem-Solving
[WR93, Cho91, GDS94, TJ90]. Problems
[BK95, BGKZ91, BBCR98, BG97, CV94, CT95, Cas89a, CC92a, DL97a, DL97b, DPS02, FJS97, FJ92, GM97, Hig91, HJT97, MT90, MC94, MC95b, Mit93, Nis95, PR91, PPR97, RFS98, SF92, Sou91a, Sou91b, TTT92, UZCZ97, WW90, vKK+93, AS92, Ano95d, BHLT09, BCC+97b, Cas89b, Cre90b, FPR01, GT03, GT07, Has06, HIS91, Hop93, IDVV97, KF95, KF92d, MR93b, MR95a, Ric95, Sab95, WR93, Cho91, CWB92, GDS94, LP05, LR91, TJ90]. Procedure
[BBZ94, BDK91, Wal92, Phi91b, Phi92, VKB93]. Procedures
[CZM93a, KS90, Rei95c, Som07].
Proceedings
[ACM91, PEP92, ACM93b, ACM93a, ACM94a, ACM94c, ACM96b, ACM97, ACM98, ACM01, Agr95, Ano93m, Ano93n, BBG+95, BGG+94, ERS95, Fer92, FK95, GGK+93, Glo91b, HS94b, HK93b, HDR03, IEE90a, IEE91, IEE92c, IEE92d, IEE93c, IEE93d, IEE94g, IEE94d, IEE94e, IEE95b, IEE92, Kar95, MS94, Sen93, Sie94a, Sie94b, Ten93, USE94, ACM95a, ACM96a, Ano94a, Ano94i, AH92, Ban93, BGNP94, BLT94, BPG94, Boi97, BV94, CGS94, DSZ94, Fri94, GH94a, GH94b, HMPT94, HAM95b, HS95, HK93a, HK95, HHK94, Hua96, IEE94a, IEE94b, IEE94c, IEE97, KRB+90, Kum94, Lev95a, NBC92, PRS99, PBC+95, Van95, Vol93, WN90, HS94a, IEE94f, IEE96, KSW93, DW94, GH94c, Sch93a].
Process
[Cok95, Schxx, Av94, Ker90]. Processes
[CF95, ABB93, Lef93, Tai94]. Processing
[Ano97a, Agr95, ABB+91, BBG+95, BBZ94, BSCV95, FBWR95, HMKN91, IEE92c, IEE93c, IEE96, Rei96a, Sie94a, Sie94b, SD92, YYM93, ASM+94, BV94, DSZ94, HAM95b, IEC90, IEE95a, ISO90, JC93, Kas93, KY98a, KY98b, Kum94, Lin90, MKS94, Nic91, ST95, SD93, Wie89]. Processor
[HC91, Oed93, Rod90, Vaj92, AC17, HM92, HC08, Kao14, NIY+94, Ola95, RB92, VSH91, YXY+07, KHS+17].
Processors
[DDP94, DD99, HK93b, HK93a, HK95, RA90, CK91, KMR+97, LSW92, O'K93, OPE+95, OH90, Sta94]. produced
[FYR99, Kea92, YRF02]. producing
[CC93].
Product
[MSC96, SMSW06, WSW00]. Production
[MA18]. Productivity
[CP93, KaM10, Zim07]. Products
[Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, Bra97d, Ano97e, Bra97f].
Professional
[Pag95]. Professor
[Tay86].
Profiler
[Sze90]. profiles
[CB95]. Program
[PEP92, AS93, AM90, AG95b, Ano90a, BS13, BD90, BP92, BH92, Bel11, Car90, Cok91, Cok93b, CL93, DM90, FL91, Ger94a, Gil91b, Gil91a, Gil94, Gre93, HFM95, HP95a, HIM91, HK91, HMKN91, IEE92a, KF92, KTMB92, KKZH94, KKZH95, KS90, KKMP95b, KKH10, KKH13, Kut92, LM94, MDD94, MC92, Mit93, MHdL12, Nan93c, Nan93b, OE92, RH94, SD90, SB91, SFB92, SWM95, Sii91, Son93, Son94, SQ+92, Te94, Tho90, Wal90, Wal92, WS94, Wea94, van90b, Alg94, Alg90, Ame90a, AFBN93, BMO90, Bec91, BSS92, BRe95, Bu91, BD93, Bra94a, BOPC05, CM92, CR90, CN91, Coh90, Cok93a, CA90, Con92, Cum90, Dan90, Car93, CB95, Dut94, EKB92, EFP07, FT91, FR94, FHE95, Gep90, GF95a, Gho01, Gil01, GMHC92, HW95, HHC95].
Program
[Heu90, HM93, HM93c, Hor90, Int90e, Ins92, IDVV97, Joy92, Kah01, KKK95, KSS12, KKM95a, KRY90, KK90, KSM95, KL92, Lf93, LN91, LZL11, dLJEB95, Lin90, LSS92, Lop90, MH91, MB92, Mai90, MCA17, MC91, MS92, MBGK11, Mil92, Mir90, MM02, NY91, NJ94a, NJ94b, Neu01, Nie92, PS08,
PMHC92, PT93, PW93, Raj95, RKMJ92, Sar00, Sar17, Sat97, Sav95, SSG+10, SSG+18, SMB90, STY15, STY18, SLLG91, SRM90, SS91, Spe94, SWO92, Ste90, Ste91, Taq16, TS06b, Tsao1, Tur93, Unixx, Uni93, Ude91, Var97, WRL90, WHL95, WJ94, WHL92a, WHL92b, Wie99, WCN92, Xu93, Yan95, YH93, Yu01, ZE92, ZMR+91, ZZN94].


programmes [RD91, Tro90]. Programming [Wal02a, WR93, ACM91, AC92, AES+96, AKi99, Alt90, ASM+94, Ano99a, Ano99b, AAK01, BN93, BB02, BKK94, Bod94, BRH90, BL94, CHHW94, CBI94, CSC+97, Ch91, CE+95, CJP94, CDH+94, DS97, DeT90, Du92, EPL95, EN96, FG93, FC92, Ger98a, Ger98b, Gon01, Gro91, GS95, HHK+93, HCD+98, HZ94, Hem94, HKT91c, Hir91, Hor96, Int90h, Int90m, Int90n, Int91b, Int91f, I91, Ken92a, KMT91, Ken94a, KF90, KF92d, KB94, Kon92, KV92, Kug92, dLJEB95, Loh10, Mar07, MC95a, Meh93a, Met92b, MKS94, Nan93a, NSWP90, NDSG07, Nor91, NR98, OJ09, PM94, Per94, PD96, PZA93, iSYS12, Sch91a, Shi93a, Sny07, Szy07, T90, Vee94, VC97a, Wam90, ZA93, ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99].

programming-are [HCD+98]. programmiruyushchikh [ES93b]. Programs [AG95a, AH94, Ano96c, AMK902, AJ98, BGZ94, Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Be99a, Be99b, BCC+91a, BCC+91b, BCC+92, BKC96, BF93a, BM94, Bra90, Bra97b, BZ94, Bru96a, CL97, CG93, CGL+95b, CH94, Che92, Cod90b, Cok95, CHL94, CRDO16, CC93, CT90, Dec93, DHD90, DCH88b, EHV+91, EHV+93, EB98, FGL01, FB92, Fos17, Ger98a, GS97, Harxx, Hor91a, Hor92, HLJ95, HLT01, HLT03, KN94, KN97, KNS95b, KMS+95, KLS94b, LM90b, LP98a, MKFB92, Mc90b, Mer92b, Nat00, Pao99, Pra90, RS92a, Rit90, SWW90, SKP91, SSR00, SB01, SF93, Sze90, TBC94b, TCF94, TR96, The97, WNO94, Wri91, XH90, Av94, AZ98, AH91, Ano98a, AC16, Bak91, BF93b, Ble90, Bru96b, CMP02, CCL04, Cha93, CGL+93, Che90, CC98, CCJ93, CZ90, CI98, Cur94, DP99, DH95].

Programs [AG95a, AH94, Ano96c, AMK902, AJ98, BGZ94, Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, Be99a, Be99b, BCC+91a, BCC+91b, BCC+92, BKC96, BF93a, BM94, Bra90, Bra97b, BZ94, Bru96a, CL97, CG93, CGL+95b, CH94, Che92, Cod90b, Cok95, CHL94, CRDO16, CC93, CT90, Dec93, DHD90, DCH88b, EHV+91, EHV+93, EB98, FGL01, FB92, Fos17, Ger98a, GS97, Harxx, Hor91a, Hor92, HLJ95, HLT01, HLT03, KN94, KN97, KNS95b, KMS+95, KLS94b, LM90b, LP98a, MKFB92, Mc90b, Mer92b, Nat00, Pao99, Pra90, RS92a, Rit90, SWW90, SKP91, SSR00, SB01, SF93, Sze90, TBC94b, TCF94, TR96, The97, WNO94, Wri91, XH90, Av94, AZ98, AH91, Ano98a, AC16, Bak91, BF93b, Ble90, Bru96b, CMP02, CCL04, Cha93, CGL+93, Che90, CC98, CCJ93, CZ90, CI98, Cur94, DP99, DH95].

Programming [Wal02a, WR93, ACM91, AC92, AES+96, AKi99, Alt90, ASM+94, Ano99a, Ano99b, AAK01, BN93, BB02, BKK94, Bod94, BRH90, BL94, CHHW94, CBI94, CSC+97, Ch91, CE+95, CJP94, CDH+94, DS97, DeT90, Du92, EPL95, EN96, FG93, FC92, Ger98a, Ger98b, Gon01, Gro91, GS95, HHK+93, HCD+98, HZ94, Hem94, HKT91c, Hir91, Hor96, Int90h, Int90m, Int90n, Int91b, Int91f, I91, Ken92a, KMT91, Ken94a, KF90, KF92d, KB94, Kon92, KV92, Kug92, dLJEB95, Loh10, Mar07, MC95a, Meh93a, Met92b, MKS94, Nan93a, NSWP90, NDSG07, Nor91, NR98, OJ09, PM94, Per94, PD96, PZA93, iSYS12, Sch91a, Shi93a, Sny07, Szy07, T90, Vee94, VC97a, Wam90, ZA93, ISO94, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99].
Lov92, Luc92, LCC+03, MMRS92, MSZ90, MA99, NJ94a, O’K93, OPE+95, OM90, Pao01, PSE94, Phi91b, Phi92, RM90, RS92b, RL91, RD91, Rot93, SFKL02, SS90, SSW91, SLY90a, SLY90b, SR95, SSG97, SZ91, Tay99, TBC94a, Tip91, Utp90, Wam90, Wri90a, YO95, YSVM+16, YSMA+17, YRF02, Zah92, Sch91b.

Progress CM94, Fei94. Progressif Ain90, Ain91. Project Zim99, CDH+94, Hey94, Sha94. Projected SH97. projections Cum90. projects Tea94. Prolog MWM90. Prolog/Fortran MWM90. Promise Ano93n. Promises Meh93b, Meh93a. PROMOT Ste91. Proof Nis95. propagation CCKT86, JCL10, MS93a, SR96, TYJ92. properties KRY90, Lar93, Raj95, SS90, SMB90, ZE92. Proposal DDH+95, DDHW96b, She92, Sni92, Wic89. Proposed Ame87, Ame90b. prospecting PT93. Prospects MVZ98a. protein MMEH08, Ste91. proteins MMEH08. Protocols Ano93b. Prototype Tse97, YYM93, FLQZ97. Prototyping CC92b, Koa95b. providing GMF18. Proximity BD00. PRPQ IBM94. Pseudo BT94, NY+94. Pseudo-recursive BT94. pseudocode Tro90. Pseudorandom Ham98, Jam90, Jam94, Jam96, MS00a, MS00b. pseudoskin AG95b. pseudospectral RBD+10, RBD+11. pseudostress LN91. ptchg Spe94. Pthreads AS14. PTOOL HHL90. PRTRAN Sar91. PTX iSYS12. Publications Bee96b, Bee96c, Bee96a, Bee97. purpose Lam90a, SS10. PUT HDH+94. PUT/GET HDH+94. PVM BID95, CDGM96, DP94, DPZ97, For95, LW95b, LW95a, MWO95, OPP00, RS93. pyMDO MMT09. Python [DY99, GH18, MMEH08, SSH08]. PyTrilinos SSH08.


SC’99 [ACM99]. Scalability [PMBH93, SSG94]. Scalable [BBG’93, BCF’94a, Fox’94, IEE94d, IEE94e, IEE95b, SS96, ARB94, ARB95, BBB’94, BB02, MS00a, MS00b, Mi97, PSG03, Sal06, ZCP95]. ScaLAPACK [BDPW98, BG96, LMMW96]. scalar [Phi91a, SSS99]. Scale [BC01, CT95, CGT92b, PR91, SF92, SM03, TT92, VBA95, BHLT09, CDF+93, CGT92a, EH07a, GOT03b, KS90, LS09, LN91, LMV09, MN11, Tor10, Zim07, ZBLN97]. Scales [EL97]. SCAN [Cse99, Ste91, AH92]. SCAN-91 [AH92]. SCAN-98 [Cse99]. Scattered [Ren97b, RB99, TZW’10, Aki96, DV00, Ren96b, Ren04]. scattered-data [Aki96, DV00]. scattering [AIS+97, NVC96, YK90, YB92]. Schafer [Sch07, Hin06, Iha06]. Schaum [MC95a, MC95b]. Schaum’s [MC94]. Schedule [EDA96, PSC93b]. Scheduling [EDA96, KK94, Hu93, KE93, KY94, Luc92, LFK+93]. schématique [Tro99]. Scheme [HK91, HMKN91, HLJ95, HBD’93, KY98a, KY98b, Harxx]. Schemes [Fu95, SV96, GV92, SDv98]. Schofield [Sch91b]. School [Van95]. Schreiber [Eme94, Rag95]. Schrödinger [CRS90]. Schur [Ko90]. Science [Ano93a, Ano95b, Bro90a, Cha94c, EPL94b, Gla92a, HK93b, Lap96, NRS02, SMS02, HCD’98, HK93a, LD87, ZJEP95]. Sciences [ERS95, Glo91b, HS94b, HS94a, MS94]. Scientific [AK93, Adl93, Adv98, AH92, BBG’95, BC01, BN93, BN96, Ber92, BPF01, CNBB96, Cse99, CHMKM93, DS97, DB93b, DY99, Ein91, Eme94, FJSD96, FMW’94, GRE99, Hum00, KM97, Kon94, Lev98, LP98b, LMR’97, Nat00, Ort94b, Ort94a, PAC’90, PTV96, Ric95, Szy07, Ste95a, Vel97, Wie95a, Wil95a, Yan94b, AHz90, Ano96a, Ben99b, BC97, BT01, Bou95, BSB’03, CSC’97, Cel96, Che90, CJPA94, Din99, DT94, DW94, EFP07, FCHE02, KB94, Kug92, LP05, Lav91, Loz98, NDSG07, PD96, PTVF92, Pre94b, SM02a, Szy07, Tou84, Vigg93, Wal93a, Wal93b, Wil95b, YYX’07, Ano97c, Bra97c, Kri86]. scientifiques [Cha94a]. Scientists [BS91a, Bro95, Bro97, Cha97a, Edg92, Ett90, Ett92, Ett96, Ett97, For97, Hah94, HB91a, HB91b, NL92, NL95a, LN96, NL97a, RZ94b, Rub93, Smi94, Smi95b, Ano99a, Ano99b, BS91b, Cha95b, CC95b, GR92, Gon01, NL95b, NL97b, Mar98]. Scope [Ano93c]. scoped [BG88]. Scorer [GST02b]. scores [KDG99]. Scratch [SWW90]. Scratchpad [JT94]. Screen [BL90, Wei95]. Screening [MC92]. SCS [PAC’90]. SCS-40 [PAC’90]. SDECAY [MAD05]. sea [SS90]. Search [CL93, Lan01, McJ17b, Hig93, Sav95]. Second [BB91, Dem95, Kub91a, Kub91b, Kub91c, Tha93, Vol93, Wu93, IDV97, Loz98]. second-order [IDV97]. Secrets [Mit92]. section [Mor90]. sections [Hor90]. SEEK [Sav95]. Segmented [HCL13]. segondia [GU90]. seismic [CB95, Joy92, Mai90]. Seismograms [DP94]. seismograph [Ple93]. Selected [HR92, Knu93, Mc95, PA94, WW93, Bar92, SM90]. Selection [KS90, AS92, Kab01, Sar97, dVdV97]. Self [GG99, GWE’05, AI90]. Self-adapting [GG99]. self-contained [AI90]. Self-Healing [GWE’05]. Seligman [Sto93]. Semantical [DJ92]. Semantics [PEP92, EB98, Guo01]. Semantics-Based [PEP92]. semiconductors [LZL01]. semiempirical [HK97]. seminar [AFKL04]. Sempa [LMR+97]. Senans [BLT94]. sensitive [Hu93]. Sensitivity [Hor91a, Hor91b]. sep [Ko09]. sep-inverse [Ko09]. separable [CDGM96, GBDB97]. Separated [Lie94a, Lie94b, OM92]. Separated-form [Lie94a, Lie94b]. separator [Cok93a]. September [BLT94].
BV94, FK95, IEE94c, Sch93b, Van95.
Sequence [KNS95b, KNS95a]. Sequences [TR96, BD93, CH96, Ste91, SV95, TRS91].
Sequential [Cod90a]. Sequential [HMW91, HMW93, SR95]. Serial [SWH15, BF92, GS98, HWS09]. Series [DLM99b, DLM99a, EPL94b, Rit90, SAC+92, App91, Eme94, GL10, GMMM92, Hew90b, Hew91a, Hew91b, Kay90, Mat90, PW93, Sat97]. Server [Ano93n, Ano96b, Sch93a, ABB+91]. Servers [Teo01]. Service [Kri86]. Set [BCC+96a, BCC+96b, DDHD90, DCHH88b, DCHH88a, FGG09, KHS96, KN94, Lin93, Per93, Pre93d, RFS98, van90b, Ano95g, BCC+97a, BCC+97b, C990, DLR96, FPR01, FGGL05, Has06, KLW93, BxYW01, CGL+93, KHS95, PW93]. Seventeenth [NRS92]. Seventh [BBG+95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94]. Several [MMY95b, GBR15, MMY95a]. Severe [Wic99]. Sever [Ano97a]. SFUN [IMS90a]. SFUN/LIBRARY [IMS90a]. SIGCSE [Ano95b]. Signal [SD92, SD93]. signals [Ame90a]. signatures [Pre99]. Significance [SD90]. SIGPLAN [HOP93, HOP93, ACM93c, PPP93, ACM93b, ACM93a, ACM94b, ACM95b, Ano95c]. SIGPLAN-SIGACT [ACM93c, ACM94b, ACM95b]. silicate [SSLG91]. silicon [SM90]. SIMD [GGW96, KLW93, Rot93]. similar [HD05]. Simple [Wal92, Ngu91, YB13]. Simplifying [BCE93, GC03]. simplification [Nat92]. simplified [CK90, DN04]. Simulating [MP93]. simulate [FHE95, MB92]. simulated [GF95a]. Simulation [MMEH08, Wic99]. Simulation [ADH96, Chi91, Cok95, DFS95, Ger94a, Hun00, CR94, CR95, LMK94, MDD94, MMV95, PTS92, SMSY02, Ten93, BD93, Bra94a, CZ90, Cra95, DCR99a, GBC92, GAW96a, GAW96b, Hen90, KSYE00, KDG99, Le93, WMV90, MSZ90, Nan93a, Neu01, Ogi02, Sre92, Tl94, Tre91, Uii93, WHL92a, WHL92b, van90a]. Simulations [GPS99, MB95, SM92b, Cah90, DLR96, FCE92, KT00, NSW90, QRH00, TOC18]. Simulator [OC94, SMSY02]. Simultaneous [CJL97, SB01]. Sinc [SS99]. Since [NRS92]. sine [Mac96b]. Single [EB98, MR93b, BAI95b, Bar94, Cok91, OH90, Phi91a, WY99]. Single-Input [MR93b]. single-step [VKB93]. singular [Gao05, Gao06]. SISAL [CF90]. situ [SS90]. Sixth [Ano94a, HK95]. Size [Gil91b, Gil91a, C900, Gil91]. sizes [Kir02]. Skew [BVS16]. Skew-Hamiltonian [BVS16]. Skew-Hamiltonian/Hamiltonian [BVS16]. SL-GMS [She91]. SLEUTH [GM97]. SLHPF [BDPW98]. SLHPF [SMG91]. Slicing [DS94]. slicekinside [Gep90]. slide [NI94]. slide-windowed [NI94]. slip [YRF02]. slower [Sal92]. small [FHE95]. Smith [Ano98b]. SMMP [MMEH08]. smoothing [Dem03, Dem06].
SNA [KSW93]. Sneak [Smi00]. Society [IEE94g]. SoftBench [Bet97]. SoftTech [Spo94]. Software
[Ano92c, Ano95f, Ano96b, Ano97b, Ano97d, BGKZ91, BPGC94, PLLW95, BD91, BMR01, Bon97, Bra97d, BG97, CFGG94, DLM99b, Don91, DV92, DCZ96, FGCG94, GGLM88, GL90, Hin06, IFI95, Iha06, Ken92b, KO91, LMR97, MFK90, MGH81, NS92, Sch97, Ueb97, WNO94, Ano97c, AP90, BHLT09, Boi97, BT01, Boo81, Bra97c, CMVZ94, CH96, CKTS85, Don90, DPZ97, FG93, Fox95, GBC92, Hop02, Kas93, lav91, LS05, Mac96b, Mac96a, MII91, Nag90, OSy92, Paj90, RBD+10, RBD+11, AFKL04, Ren96b, Smi01, SMH91, Tal94, WKM04, Ano93p, UM93]. Software-Entwicklung
[Ano93p, UM93, Solaris [Sun93]. Solution [BSV16, CT95, DL97b, DPS02, DR93a, DR93b, GWDL08, HIS91, MD97, MKFB92, PPR97, RFS98, RHE93, WW90, DR95b, AR06, AZ90, BHLT09, DR94b, DR95a, Du04, GWDL10, HS10, Hop03, IDV97, KKK95, Kl92, OH90, Pri93, RPL96, RR99, Ste90, Te94]. solution-gas-drive [Tea94].

Solutions [BGG94, Nak95a, Shi93b, AF92, CWWB92, FPR01, GST94b, Has06, Rib02, Sch91a]. Solve [MR93b, MR95a, PS08, TS06b]. solvent [BDH95]. Solver [Fat94, LQ97, NDRK98, CK91, GBDB97, HIS91, HS10, OM92, PZY16, Rei93, RSO9b, TS06a].
solver. Scientific [BG94]. Solvers [DL97a, Pry99, ARB94, ARB95, HBG95, SSH08, dSL98]. Solving [Ano92f, Bro97, Cas99a, CC92a, Edg92, Ein91, GTeX92, GM97, Hig91, HRW98, Lic95, Sah95, TTT92, WR93, Ch91, GT03, GT07, GDS94, Hop02, KM99, KF90, KF92d, KKY99, LP95, LD90, NY91, RBD+10, RBD+11, SI93, SMSW06, T90, WSW00, YSVM+16, YSMA+17, ZT90]. Some [Bra94c, BKR91, Ch92, SG93a, SG93d, Ein96, FBC96, HK93c, Mcc96, Per94, Tay97, Bra94d, BLL96, Cof93]. Somerville [Son07]. son [FI90]. SONGS [OC94]. Sons [An96a, An98a, An99a, An99b]. Sopron [Jer92]. Soputweo [Ya90]. SOR [Yam95].

SOR-like [Yam95]. SORCERER [Spo93]. Source [KMBK96, SD99, U NF98, AC17, Che91, FPR04, SOP93]. source-to-source [AC17, SOP93]. sour [Pic94]. South [AFC93c]. SP [GMS95, Sa95]. Space [AF92, CMP92]. Space-time [AF92, CMP92]. space-time [Rib02]. Spain [ACM95a, IEE92b]. SPARCompiler [Sun92b, Sun92a]. Sparse [Bon97, CCL91, DL97a, DL97b, DGL91b, DGL91c, DGL91a, DR93a, DR93b, FB12, LP98a, MCF96, PRR97, Pet91, Rei02, UZC97, DR95b, CL94b, DR94b, DR95a, DV98, Du04, HS10, Hop03, LP99, RS09b, SZ95, UZC95, UZC96, dSL98, DV90, DV01, DV02b, DV02b, DHP02].
specification [EH07a]. Spatial [R92, AM90, SZ90].

SPECFUN [Cod93a, Cod93b]. Special [An94m, Cod93a, Cod93b, KS02, SF05, W95]. Specialization [IEE92b]. Special [Bl90, KKKZ94, KKKZ95]. speication [WRL90]. species [Lar93]. Specification [An93g, An94e, An94f, An94m, FHK+90b, Fox91a, CS90b, FHK+90a, Fox91b, MCK+96, SMK94, ZBC+92, Zin92, Hig92]. specifications [CC98, Sha94]. specificité [DV93]. specified [PSC+95].


Speed [ARB94, ARB95, Ano93j]. Speed-up [ARB94, ARB95]. Speeding [CC93]. SPG [BMR01]. Sphere [Ren97a, Ren97b, PVC96]. spheres [BDH95]. spherical [NY91, PVC96].
SPICE [Wri99]. SPiDER [FSPC+02]. spin [HHC95, PS08]. spin- [PS08]. Splancs [RD92]. SPLASH [Hol90]. Spline [MKF92, Ren03, Ren09, WKM04]. Splines [Cos97a, Cos97b, Lai92a, Lai92b, Yu01].

SPMD [Wal02a]. Spotlight [Ano95f]. spring [HHCS95, PS08]. splinc [PS08]. Splancs [RD92]. SPLASH [Hol90]. Spline [MKF92, Ren03, Ren09, WKM04]. Splines [Cos97a, Cos97b, Lai92a, Lai92b, Yu01].

SPM [Wri99]. SPiDER [FSPC+02]. spin [HHC95, PS08]. spin- [PS08]. Splancs [RD92]. SPLASH [Hol90]. Spline [MKF92, Ren03, Ren09, WKM04]. Splines [Cos97a, Cos97b, Lai92a, Lai92b, Yu01].
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HS94a, HKK +91b, HKK +92, HIM91, IBM93, IEC90, IEE92a, IEE93b, IEE94g, ISO90, Kas93, KO91, Koo90, MS94, Oed93, Osy92, Sar91, SP91a, SP91b, WW90, YYM93, AS92, AKLS88, BBB+57, BL94, Che91, CFE94, CK91, Cra90, Cra91a, CVG92, GL10, GBDB97, Gro91, HHC95, Heu90, Hir91, IEE90b, Ins92, Ing90a, Ing90b, KMR, KNN90, KKY99, KVK92, Lev94, LSZ92, LHH91, LMK94, Mic93b, MSZ90, Nar95, PSG03, PSC+93a, PDS+93, RS09a, So93, Sat97, She91, WIL95, Bel90a, Bel90b, Fah94, GR92, HKK+91a, SSW91, Yan94a].

System-Harry [YYM93].
System/3090 [SSW91].
System/390 [GR92].
System/6000 [IBM93, Bel90a, Bel90b].
Systematic [KK95b].
Systematical [NJ94c].
Systemes [II90].
Systems [Ame97a, Ano94a, BPG94, BD91, BBG+93, BMMN94, Cas89a, CC92a, Che92, CFGG94, dCH94, DR93a, DR93b, FBZ92, FGCG94, Ger94a, HC92, HC94, HBR+95, Hig91, HR92, Hum00, IEE94g, JL93, KZ94a, KZ94b, MKFB92, MR93b, MR95a, RFC90, Rit90, SM03, SS96, TOML04, DR95b, vDSP96, AR06, Ano91b, AM90, BBB+94, Bar92, BB02, Coo95, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, DR94a, DR94b, DR95a, Du84, E091, FH90, GBC92, HS91, IEC90, ISO90, IDV97, JC93, Kea92, KNOR04, KS12, Le93, Lie94a, Lie94b, LHW01, Nat92, PZA93, Ple93, SS10, SMSW06, Wag94, WSW00, ZA93].
systems-using [GBC92].
Systolic [MKC92].
Systolic [CFK+94, FKKC96, Fox94, GOS94, OP98a, RSB97, YKK96, CMV94, KY98a, KY98b, OPP90, PQ94, RFRH96, SSOG93].
Tasking [KaM10].
Tasks [OP98b, DRVST03, SV95].
taxonomy [LR91].
TaylUR [vH06, vH07, vH10].
TC2 [BT01, Boi97].
TC2/WG2.5 [BT01, Boi97].
Tcl [AG95a].
Tcl/Tk [AG95a].
TCP [An93b, JA92].
TCP/IP [An93b, JA92].
teach [Mat90].
Teaching [Ein96, Fur93, Mei96, Tre91].
Technical [An95b, Bru96a, DHP02, KRY90, KK90, Hew91b, MMG00].
Technique [AMKS02, SR04, BK99, HC08].
Techniques [Adv98, BGLP94, BMNN94, Cpr91, DP99, FB12, GS91a, Jon93, KII99, KNN02, PSC93b, Ta091, TUI990, BPG94, CGS94, GDS94, GB92, MKF95, NBC92, Pet91].
Technology [An96b, An97d, An97e, Bra97d, Bra97c, Ins91a, HS94b, HS94a, IEE92a, IEE93b, Sci92, TBG+02, Ame97b, ABC+96, Don95, IEC94, IEC97, IEC98a, IEC98b, IEC99, Ins91b, Ins92, IEE94c, I91, ISO94, Int97a, Int97b, Int98a, Int98b, Int99, ISO00, Int00, ISO04a, ISO04b, ISO10, Ken94a, ZCP95].
Telescoping [CMH93].
temperature [Cra95, Kut92].
Template [BFK93b, BFK93a, Vh94].
Template-Driven [BFK93b, BFK93a].
templates [CZM93b, CMZ93a].
Ten [BHMS91a, BHMS91b].
Tennessee [IE94d].
Tension [Ren97b, Ren96b, Ren09].
Tensor [Bou97, DLW+18, Gep90, Num05].
TenXpert [An96b].
Terabytes [IEE02].
Terms [An93h].
TERRACE [Phi91b, Phi92].
terracing [Phi91b, Phi92].
terrain [L090].
Test [CV94, Cod90a, Cod93a, Cod93b, DGL91b, DHH90, DCH88b, Pry99, SI01, DFRR91, Gil01, Kah01, LS09, Lin90, Mac96b, NJ94a, PBU95, RP95].
Testing [AS97, DG94, HP95a, KO91, MGH81, SD90, SB91, SFB92, SWM95, SI01, SB01, G0T03a].
[BGS94a, SM94, SKP91, SD99, BK89, Sar97].

**Transforming** [SWW90, BN97, Che90].

**transforms** [GHSJ94, WJ94].

**transient** [Ple93].

**transition** [NDSG07].

**transitional** [Dut94].

**Translating** [Tee90].

**Translation** [Bai92, Bai93a, Bai93b, BW96, Pre93a, Sar91, SD01, AJF14, Bar94, DP99, Mar92, O’K93, OPE+95, SD03].

**Translator** [DP96, Goo90e, Goo90f, GOBG+94, KMB96, Lev97, O’K93, CD92, Lee90, Lev95b, Mai91, OPE+95, SOP93, Nob90].

**Transparent** [Jez93].

**transport** [Car93, KRY90, PFS+04].

**transportable** [Cen91].

**Transputer** [Fer92, FK95, AH90].

**Transputers** [BLT94, ARB94, ARB95, CA92].

**TransTOOL** [BCC+97a, DDcMR96, BCC+96b].

**trap** [KYSV+15, MA09, YSVM+16].

**traps** [TS06b].

**travel** [CB95].

**Traveling** [PR91].

**Travelling** [CT95].

**Treatment** [Ric06].

**Tree** [Ano96b, ADB94].

**trend** [KSM95].

**trend-analysis** [KSM95].

**Trends** [Duv92, SFB92].

**Triangles** [BE92, Esp98].

**Triangularization** [Ren97a, CCW04, Ren96a].

**Tridiagonal** [DGR92, CK91, DGR90].

**TRIP** [GL10].

**TRIPACK** [Ren96a].

**Troy** [Gho01].

**TSPACK** [Ren09].

**TWUTIL** [Rap90].

**Tucson** [IEE94g].

**Tuned** [Lin93, Per93].

**Tuning** [Ano93b, Bel90a, Bel90b, IBM93, Int92, Yan94a].

**tunnel** [Lin90, MFI+94].

**Turkel** [NY91].

**Turkel-Zwas** [NY91].

**turning** [Mil92].

**Tutorial** [EC96, Pas95, WW99, Smi92, Smi93a].

**tutorials** [Met90c, Met99d, San92].

**Twentieth** [ACM93c].

**Twenty** [ERS95, HS94b, HS94a, MS94].

**Twenty-Eighth** [ERS95].

**Twenty-Seventh** [HS94b, HS94a, MS94].

**twin** [WCN92].

**TWINAN90** [WCN92].

**Two** [CM98, EP87, Mar90, Ran90, Rei97, Shi93b, BB07, CWB92, CA90, CB95, Gao06, GF95a, GST02a, GST02b, Gou93, KY94, Ngu91, NVFNP93, Ren96a, SNK06, Taq16, YK90].

**two-dimensional** [CA90, Gao06, GF95a, Gou93, Ren96a].

**two-hole** [Taq16].

**two-level** [SNK06].

**two-particle** [Taq16].

**two-pass** [KY94].

**two-way** [CB95].

**TWWTT** [CB95].

**Type** [CMKH03, Kea95a, Kea96a, Kea96b, SGMS97, Coo94, IEC98b, Int98b, Pre99, RD91, RMX05].

**Type-Driven** [CMKH03].

**typed** [RD91].

**Types** [PMM+08, Wal00, CM91, MKS+96, SKM94].

**U.S.** [FKL94].

**Uhlig** [Anc97a, Hop97].

**UK** [Bar92, HK93a, Fri94, HK95].

**Ultra** [Car91b, KO94].

**Ultra-high** [KO94].

**Ultraheight** [Car92].

**Ultra-high-performance** [Car92].

**ULTRIX** [Ano91b].

**UMFFPACK** [MKF09].

**UML** [NCMF15].

**Uncertain** [Gil91b, Gil91a, KE93].

**uncommenting** [GG95].

**uncommon** [Mae96a].

**Unconstrained** [Bot97, Buc94a, Buc94b, Kea95b, MGH81, NS92, GOT03a, Hop98].

**Understand** [Scixxa, Scixxb].

**Understanding** [BF93a, ZB94a, ZB94b, BF93b].

**Undocumented** [Ham95a].

**Unexpected** [CHT92].

**UNICOS** [Cra91b, Cra92].

**Unidimensionality** [Nan93c].

**Unified** [CFH+93, HBD+93].

**uniform** [KB94].

**Unimodular** [SM94].

**Uniprocessors** [Kar96].

**unit** [Smi93b].

**Unitary** [ARS92, ARS94].

**United** [Boi97].

**Units** [CRDO16].

**Units-of-Measure** [CRDO16].

**univariate** [Kay90].

**universal** [Cum90, MZT90].

**University** [FH90, IEE95b, NBC92, Sen03, Bee01g, Bee01f, Bee01e, Cam13].

**Unix** [Ano93b, Che90, Lou90, Phi91b, Phi92].

**Unknown** [Pre94a].

**UNPACK** [BR96].

**unrealized** [VKB93].

**unsteady** [Ude91].
unsteady-state [Ude91]. Unstructured [MR95b, PDS+93, SM02b, SM03].
Unsymmetric [DR93a, DR93b]. umum [dVdV197], unweighted [GH18],
up-to-date [Dim99]. Update [Car90, Nar95]. Updated [TOML04, MBGK11]. updates [Ano92b].
uravnenina [AZ90]. US$49.95 [Gon01].
USA [IEE96, ACM96a, ACM97, ACM98, Agr95, Ano94i, Ano94o, BBG+95, Ban93, BGNP94, HS94b, HS94a, Hu96, IEE94g, IEE94d, IEE92, Kar95, PBM+95, Sen03, SSS99, VSH91, WO96, WTW90, Yan95, Yu01, YB13, ZMR+91]. Utah
[Be01g, Bee01f, Bee01e]. Utility [OC94, Pra90, Rap90], utilizing [Cra95].
Utrecht [Ano93q]. UX [TOML04].
V [Ede90, Mal91, MMEH08, Zei92, How91, SH91]. V/STOL [How91, SH91]. v1.0 [CA92, HM12]. v1.1 [BRdAHK04]. V1.8.0 [Cod90a]. V2 [MAH+02, TOML04]. v2.5 [Hew01]. v5.5 [Bee01a]. VA
Validation [AA93, BMV03, Yan95]. Value [BG97, Cas89a, CC92a, EP87, vHKS94a, HKS94, Hig91, MCB06, vKS94, vHKS94b, BG94, FT03, Gil01, IDVV97]. Value-Based [vHKS94a, HKS94, vKS94, vHKS94b]. Valued [Cos97a, Cos97b]. Values [BBCH95, BD90, McB06, SB01, Som07, EC13]. VAPP [BV94]. variability [FHE95]. Variable [Mey01, Sch99, Sch03, van90b, Cou97].
Variable-Length [Cou97]. Variables [Maaxx, CCK90, NVNFNP93, Str05, vV90].
Variably [Ros93, TOC18]. Variance [KKH10, Mra94]. Variants [DS94].
variational [ZZN94]. VARIATM [LN91]. variogram [KDG99]. Various
[Don91, DV92, AC16, Don90]. Varying [IEC94, Int00, HM93, ISO94]. VASE [JBBH93]. VAST
[Int00e, Pre93a, Pre93b, Van94b]. VAST-2 [Int00e]. VAST-90 [Pre93a]. VAST-HPF [Van94b]. VAST/77to90 [Pre93b].
VAST/77toHPF [Van94b]. VAX
[She91, Dig90a, Dig90b, Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, Mac90, Phi91b, Phi92, VKB93, Vi90, Wei91a, Wei91b, Wei93, Wei91c].
Vector [BV94, Che92, DDP94, GPHL90, KZ94a, Kuh95, KZ94b, LHH91, MSC96, ON95, PA90, Sa95, SAC92, Suh91, TUIG90, CK90, CT90, CK91, KSS90, NIY94, Pet91, SSS99, Swa84].
Vector-Pipeline [Che92].
VECTORFORTH [Rod90].
Vectorial [MDD94].
Vectorised [GS98, KSYE00].
Vectorizable [TYJ92].
Vectorization [Che92, KOS90, Ove91].
Vectorized [FSV90, Heu90].
Vectorizers [Fu90].
Vectorizing [LCD91, VKB93].
Vectors [TR96, GMF19].
velocity [Tur93].
See [Coo94].
VENTCF2 [Coo94].
Ventricles [VLLY92].
Verification [NI03, AK93, AFKL04].
Verified [KNOR04, AK93, AFKL04].
Verlag [Ano97a].
Version [Hud91c, IBM91, IBM91b, IBM91e, Int91e, IBM93, KM90, Num91a, Pas95, Seixxb, Sch99, Sch97, U.S01a, U.S01b, U.S01c, AI90, And92, BG94, C90, DCH94, FGJB91, Hud91b, Int90f, Int90g, Int90h, Int90i, Int90j, Int90k, Int90m, Int90n, Int91a, Int91b, IBM91c, IBM91d, Int91c, Int91d, Int91f, JCL10, NS11, SSG98, She91, Sto93, V93, WRL90, ZT90, ZBC92, van90a, vH07, Hig92, Met99c, Met99d, Ano03].
Versions [CFGCG94, FGCG94, GK90, BDOS95a, BDOS95b].
Versus [BH90, Vel97, CF90, Coo94], vertex [FTPR04, NH90], vertical [CN91].
Vesta [USE94, CCJ93].
Vetterling [Adl93, Aik93, Kon94, Loz98, Yan94b].
VF [CK90, Lin93, Per93, Pet91].
VFC [Ben99c].
VHLL [USE94].
VI [Ano94a, BV94].
Via [FKK96, Ak99, BD98, Das96, EDA96, Hig93, K94, P90, R12, SS99].
Viable [LD87].
Vibrations [Cap98].
Vienna [Ben95, Ben99c, BGS94b, CMZ91, CMZ92a, CMZ92b, CMM93, CZM93a, CMZ93b, Cha94b, Fah94, UZC97, ZBC92, Zim92, ZMM93, ZBC94]. Vienna-Fortran [UZC97]. Vienna-Fortran/HPF [UZC97]. Views [Coo93].
Violations [DG90].
Virtual [BGL94, BKP93, BP97, DPZ97, Ger98a, Ger98b, RS90a]. viscoelastic [FHY99, YRF02].
Viscoelastic-gravitational [FHY99, YRF02].
Viscous [OM92].
Vision [Tay86].
Visionary [BCW94].
Visual [DL97c, ED90, Law91, Tre97, Kon92, Taq16, Nag91, Sco93].
Visulization [Ano97b, HM96, JBBH93, KG97, BCC97b, SWO92, Ut90].
Visualizer [KC94].
Visualization [KMS95, S91].
VLWI [SS93].
VMS [Dig93a, Dig93b, Dig93c, Ing90a, Ing90b, KK90].
VMS/Fortran [KK90].
Voigt [Zag16, ZA11].
Vol. [HS94a, MS94].
Vol.II [HS94b].
Volterra [BB91].
Volume [Ano93b, Loz98, BSS92, BDH95, PSC93].
Volumetric [MK95].
Voronoii [Ren97, Tip91].
Vorzeuge [Rei92].
Vote [WS94].
Vote-Counting [WS94].
VPP [AHOK02, ISKW02].
WS94b, HS94a.
Voted [WS94].
Vous [Ano90, Ano91, Ano93].
Voted [WS94].
Voted-Counting [WS94].
Voted Counting [WS94].
Vous [Ano90, Ano91, Ano93].
VPP [AHOK02, ISKW02].
Vs [CB94, GS90b, Irv91, Kro90, Int90f, Int90g, Int90h, Int90l, Int90i, Int90j, Int90k, Int90m, Int90n, Int90e, Int91a, Int91b, IBM91a, IBM91b, IBM91e, IBM91d, Int91e, Int91c, Int91d, Int91f].
VTDIRECT95 [HS90, SWH95].
Vvedenie [Mal91].
vychisitel [Mal91].
W [Adl93, Aik97, Kon94, Loh97, Mol12, Yan94b, BCB95, KF91]. W-Function [BBCH95].
W/Engineering [KF91].
Wabi [Ano97].
Wagenauslaufpflichten [Kru90b].
Wagener [Ano97].
Walera [HS94b, HS94a].
Walled [M90, VLLY92].
Walter [Ano98].
WAPR [BBCH95].
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